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Abstract
Research shows that a housing shortage is present in the Netherlands. This thesis researches the
local political influence on the built environment. Using different concepts of justice, four
municipalities were researched. An analytical framework was created to investigate this
municipal influence. Next, scenarios and plan analyses were created and executed, and semistructured interviews were held. These results show that this influence of different political
climates is present within the built environment. The interviews clarify that certain decisions
made to steer the built environment are indeed politically based. However, the influence of
external factors is not to be underestimated. Neighbourhoods can look the same within different
political climates, but the approach how to plan and construct the neighbourhood, differs highly
per political climate.
Keywords: Politics / Justice / Built environment / Voting / Housing
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Summary
The Netherlands is facing a housing crisis. There is a shortage concerning every type of house.
The Dutch government wants to tackle this problem by realising 700 thousand houses by the
end of 2025. The municipalities, who have multiple mechanisms to steer the built environment,
are an important stakeholder to reach this goal. The fact that municipalities are controlled by
elected representatives creates the atmosphere that politics are involved in the creation of the
built environment. The tension between normative and pragmatic planning is present. Citizens
who vote for specific political parties expect their vote to contribute to the built environment as
they see fit.
The main research question that will be answered in this thesis will be as follows: What is the
influence of different political climates on the built environment in a municipality? The concept
of political climates will be described as the political colour a certain municipality has over a
certain amount of time, whereas the built environment
By linking different concepts of justice to different political parties, it becomes possible to
research this influence of different political climates on the built environment. With different
concepts of justice, different neighbourhoods are expected to be built. By adding expected
‘types of cities’, a distinctive neighbourhood per concept of justice are realised in scenarios.
Methods used for this thesis are desk research to create an analytical framework. This analytical
framework is used to create an analysis of the four different case municipalities: Groningen,
Nijmegen, Lelystad and Almelo. All of the four municipalities represent a different political
climate. A plan analyses of different neighbourhoods was made to analyse the differences per
municipality, and thus per political climate. Last, interviews were held to see if these difference
found on paper and in real-life neighbourhoods are due to the difference in political climates,
or due to externalities.
The results show that different indicators have a political influence on the built environment.
Although this influence is affected by external factors, it is present. The scenarios show how
different neighbourhoods would be expected to look like in different political climates. By
executing a plan analysis, the differences in the neighbourhoods per different political climate
become visible. By using the scenarios as a reference point, a comparison can be made between
real-life and expected neighbourhoods. The interviews show that decisions are made based on
political choices, but the decisions are affected by external factors.
In the end, voting for a specific political party during municipal elections does matter for the
built environment. Neighbourhoods might look the same while there is a difference in the
political climate. The approach how to plan and construct the neighbourhood is something that
differs highly per political climate, and where the political influence on the built environment
is mostly visible.
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1. Introduction
After the economic crisis of 2008, the housing market in the Netherlands experienced a lot of
fluctuation. After completely collapsing during the economic crisis (Priemus, 2010), the
opposite is happening at this moment. Fewer houses are available on the market, while the
demand for houses still grows (CBS, 2018). New build houses are getting so expensive that
most people are not able to afford them, while the prices of older houses are also rising (CBS,
2019b). Furthermore, not enough new houses are built to keep up with the demand (NVM,
2019). That is why the minister of the Interior and Kingdom Relations of the Netherlands has
started the Nationale Woonagenda 2018-2021 (National Living Agenda 2018-2021). Together
with different companies and institutions, the goal is to build around 700 thousand houses by
the end of 2025 (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties, 2018a).
Municipalities are important Dutch institutions for the housing market. This is because the
municipality has multiple mechanisms to steer the built environment. The term built
environment will be defined as “the design of the city and the physical elements within it,
including both their arrangement and appearance, and is concerned with the function and appeal
of public spaces” (Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & Killingsworth, 2002, p. 65). Via municipal
elections, the residents of the municipality have an influence on the built environment. The
Dutch municipalities have elections every four years. With these elections, a new local council
is chosen. Both local political parties and national political parties are allowed to attend these
elections. Within this local council, a coalition is formed. Next, the aldermen are chosen by the
coalition parties. The aldermen are a member of a political party that is part of the coalition.
The local council and college of mayor and aldermen will make plans for the built environment
in their municipality. This means that politics are involved in the way that the built environment
is shaped. However, external factors are always present and have an influence on the built
environment. The question that arises is whether the built environment is planned only based
on political ideas, or that the external factors determine the built environment. This can be
translated into the question whether the built environment is planned normatively or
pragmatically.
This tension between normative and pragmatic planning was researched by Hamnett in 1982.
He claims that in the Netherlands, due to the political system, a relationship exists between the
predictability of Dutch coalition politics and the strength of advisory planning. The need for
compromises, also applying to municipal governments, causes for great predictability of Dutch
politics and is resulting in the fact that civil servants can undertake long term and future-focused
planning, without fearing that the political course would change radically every four years
(Hamnett, 1982).
That planning should always be oriented at the future is something that researchers agree upon
(e.g. Ness & Saglie, 2000; Spit & Zoete, 2005; Steinø, 2000). Central to any design principle is
the role of normative theories, which means that planners should have a vision about the future,
and how to implement it (Steinø, 2000). Translating this back to political parties, every party
has its ideas about the future and how to implement their ideas into society. However, the
question remains if they can implement their ideas, or that they are forced to use pragmatic,
short term planning due to coalition forming and market forces.
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1.1 Why do we plan?
There are many different angles of approach to why society plans. There are e.g. economic
reasons (Moore, 1978), historical reasons (Steinø, 2000) and, most interesting for this thesis,
political reasons (Friedmann, 1987). The justification for public planning is partly economic
and partly political: “On the one hand, it functions to oil the engine of society in order to make
it run smoothly, and on the other hand it functions as a tool to correct the way the engine is
running” (Steinø, 2000, p. 4). To a certain extent, the economic performance of cities is
influenced by the way that the cities are planned (Kuçi, Maliqari, & Sallaku, 2016). Since cities
are part of municipalities, it can be assumed that the economic performance of municipalities
is influenced by the way the municipality is planned.
Since public planning should future-oriented (Ness & Saglie, 2000), it must be founded around
a vision about how the world, and also the future of the world, should be (Steinø, 2000).
Planning nowadays is a tool that can be used to change things gradually (Friedmann, 1987).
The question of whether the established order should be maintained or changed is automatically
linked to the question of power, and more importantly, to the question for whom to plan (Steinø,
2000).
Since political parties have their ideas about the future, and different methods on how to
implement their ideas into society, they are targeting a specific group of interest. Those targeted
groups are often people who will vote for that specific political party during elections. When in
power, political parties will try to put their ideas into action.
Last, it is possible that planning is used to learn from. A plan created to be learned from needs
to be a flexible document with guiding procedures and should be evolving alongside the plan
(Faludi, 2000). Even though strategic plans have to be published, and therefore need to be fixed
and rigid, the formulation will necessarily be vague and thus leaving room for interpretation
(Faludi, 2000).

1.2 Housing shortage in the Netherlands
That planning does not always go according to plan, can be seen when analysing the current
housing market. The housing market is almost at a full lock-down. There is a huge shortage of
houses, both in new build houses and existing houses (CBS, 2018).
Since there is a shortage of houses, the price is automatically driven up due to market forces.
In 2015, on average, an ‘old’ house cost €230,000. In 2019, this price has risen by almost 40
per cent, to an average price of €320,000 (CBS, 2019a). For new build houses, the increase in
price lies around 36 per cent, from €294.000 in 2015 to €399.600 in 2019 (CBS, 2019c).
In 2018, the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations of the Netherlands released a new
‘WoonOnderzoek Nederland’ (Research about the living and housing conditions in the
Netherlands). This document is the most important source of information for municipalities
regarding the housing market, living conditions and wishes concerning citizens' living
environment (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties, 2018b).
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Since housing prices have increased over the last five years, cheap houses have become less
available (CBS, 2018). Houses below €150,000 are hard to find, especially in and around big
cities and the Randstad (De Hypotheker, 2019). Especially starters, elderly and people relying
on social housing have a lot of trouble finding the right house (Capital Value, 2018). This
housing shortage is not inclined to be solved quickly.
The solution has to be (partly) presented by the municipality. The municipality largely decides
on policies concerning the built environment and thus what will happen to the housing market.
There are external factors that have to be taken into account, but in the end, (local) political
parties are the ones creating policies in their municipality. The most important reason why
municipalities are so important for the housing market, is the fact that only they are allowed to
give out building permits (Needham, 2007). Without a building permit, nothing significant may
be built. Even small sheds for personal use might need a building permit from the municipality,
let alone a whole neighbourhood (Needham, 2007).

1.3 Dutch Politics and the housing market
Political parties have their own ideas about how to solve the shortage on the housing market.
There are many different political parties active in the Netherlands. At this moment, thirteen
national political parties are represented in the second chamber. However, there are many more
local (political) parties attending the municipal elections. According to the electoral council, a
local political party is a party that consists of a group humans that tries to acquire seats during
municipal elections while they are not connected to a group that is participating in the provincial
or national election (van Ostaaijen, 2019). By using this definition, in 2018, 833 local political
parties attended the municipal elections (van Ostaaijen, 2019). It is plausible that every local
political party has an idea about how to solve the shortage on the housing market.
Like in many democratic countries, it is possible to divide Dutch political parties into left and
right-wing, and into progressive and conservative. However, with local political parties, this is
more difficult to do, since they do not fit the spectrum of left-right/progressive-conservative as
well as the national parties. The biggest differences in political standpoints concerning the
Dutch housing market is between left- and right-wing parties.
Left-wing parties want to use money from society, obtained through e.g. taxes, to create more
equality. This equality can regard income, power, gender, etc. Linking this to the built
environment, left-wing parties are opting for more and especially affordable housing, often
focused on social housing (e.g. PvdA, n.d.; SP, n.d.). They focus more on the social aspect of
living, like the composition and safety of a neighbourhood. They believe it should be possible
to have rental houses and owner-occupied houses next to each other in the same neighbourhood
(SP, n.d.-a).
Right-wing parties are focussing more on the market and how the market could solve the
housing shortage. They do recognize the shortage and want to have a minimal form of
governmental interference. However, they do not specify what kind of houses will be their main
focus. The market itself should be more open, and it should always be possible to move from
one house to another when wanted. This means that there should be enough houses available
for people who want to move out of their existing houses (e.g. D66, n.d.; VVD, n.d.).
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One major difference between the SP (Socialist Party) and the VVD (People's Party for
Freedom and Democracy) is the possibility to sell social houses as a housing corporation. Social
housing corporations can sell their social houses to the market, resulting in fewer costs and
more ‘cash’. The SP is strongly against selling social houses to the market since the shortage is
already present. Selling social houses to the market would only cause longer waiting lists and
less available social houses (SP, n.d.-b). The VVD, on the contrary, wants to increase the taxes
for housing corporations to create an incentive for them to sell more of their social houses
(VVD, n.d.). They believe that selling the social houses to the current tenants is the right thing
to do, since the housing corporation will have more money to build new, smaller social houses
that cost less and are more sustainable than the previous ones (Theeuwen, 2018). These different
ideas are all based on a philosophy that the different political parties use. These are all focused
on the (nearby) future. These philosophies can be linked to different concepts of justice.

1.4 Politics and Justice
Often are politics and justice linked to each other. This is mostly done by linking politics to
social justice, and describing how democracy is both an element and condition of social justice
(e.g. Pettit, 2015; Young, 1990). However, it is possible to look at politics and justice from a
different approach.
As described above (see: 1.3 Dutch Politics and the housing market), different political parties
have different ideas about welfare distribution and how to deal with social housing for instance.
Every political party has its party manifesto, stating their ideas about how to run the country
they operate in. Their manifestos are partly (and perhaps unconsciously) based on different
concepts of justice. These different concepts of justice can be seen as the theories behind the
ideas of political parties. In essence, most political parties can be linked to a certain concept of
justice, of which some are more clear than others.
By linking the political parties to a certain concept of justice, it becomes easier to compare the
reasoning behind their programs. It gives an insight into why certain methods and ideas are
used to create the built environment as it is. Furthermore, it creates the opportunity to compare
different countries with one another, since it is possible to link different concepts of justice to
the ideas of political parties outside the Netherlands, even though different countries may use a
slightly different democratic system.
1.4.1 Other stakeholders and Justice
Not only political parties use a certain concept of justice as the theory behind their ideas, but
other stakeholders regarding the built environment can also be assumed to lean towards a certain
concept of justice. Social housing corporations lean towards social justice (Rijksoverheid,
2015). Housing developers are on the other side of the spectrum and lean towards a libertarian
concept of justice, since their main objective is to earn money and make a profit, to please the
investors and stakeholders of their company (Madanipour, 2006; Sezer & Fernandez
Maldonado, 2017).
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1.5 Problem statement
The shortage of houses in the Netherlands is a societal problem. Waiting lists for social houses
can exceed over 10 years, while the prices of both old and new build owner-occupied houses
are rising. This causes friction on the housing market and discontent among the citizens of the
Netherlands who are willing to move out of their existing house. Furthermore, starters and
elderly are almost unable to buy new build houses, or any house at all, due to the increased
housing prices. This increase in price is due to different factors. Building costs have risen in the
past couple of years, due to increased labour costs and material costs (Cobouw, 2018). Building
sustainable houses is becoming an obligation, which brings extra costs to the table. Last, land
prices have risen over the past decade (a.s.r. real estate, 2019), resulting in higher establishing
costs.
Municipalities have an influence on the built environment. Via different instruments, they can
shape the built environment in their municipality. Since the council of a municipality consist of
political parties, politics are involved in the way that the built environment is shaped. However,
the question that remains is to what extent the local political parties can use their specific ideas
to shape the built environment. External factors and market forces might have a big impact on
how the built environment is shaped.
This tension between normative and pragmatic planning is something that municipalities might
struggle with. The elected parties want to fulfil their promises to their voters, using their ideas
about how to shape the built environment. However, other important stakeholders, market
forces and external factors might steer the built environment in a certain direction.
In the end, citizens voting for a specific political party want their vote to count. They expect the
political party to fulfil their promises and plan the built environment according to their political
belief. However, at the moment, voters do not know whether their vote will have an influence
on the built environment or not. If municipalities plan according to pragmatic methods, the built
environment will largely be determined by market forces, other stakeholders and external
factors, and not the normative ideas from the local political parties. Furthermore, it is often seen
that regulators try to balance the demands of different groups through plans and policies (Sezer
& Fernandez Maldonado, 2017).

1.6 Academic relevance
As described earlier, social justice is often linked to politics. This is done by linking politics to
social justice, and describing how democracy is both an element and condition of social justice
(e.g. Pettit, 2015; Young, 1990). Furthermore, claims are made that social justice is at the heart
of political action, becoming evident with events such as the Arab Spring, contesting existing
forms of social, economic, and political inequality (Rothmund, Becker, & Jost, 2016).
Literature has been written about cities, neighbourhoods and social housing with the linkage to
social justice. Concepts like urban justice (e.g. Fujita, 2009; UN Habitat, 2016), spatial justice
(e.g. Harvey, 1973; Montessori, 2012), and injustice (e.g. Griffin, 2015; Marcuse et al., 2009;
Nikšič & Sezer, 2017) are all mainly focussing on one concept of justice, namely social justice.
Even though they leave out the word ‘social’ occasionally, it is clear that no other concept of
justice is used. For them, ‘justice’ in general is social justice, the quest for equality (Rawls,
1971).
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The question whether political parties make a difference within cities has been researched quite
substantially. However, these articles are about the influence of politics on urban sustainability
(Bossuyt & Savini, 2018), the influence on elections (Herrnson, 2016), if political parties are
fulfilling their promises after getting elected, or on the amount of money spent by the
government due to party influences (Blais, Blake, & Dion, 2017).
Concerning the built environment, articles have been written about if characteristics commonly
associated with suburban sprawl can be used as a predictor for voting behaviour (Williamson,
2008). Furthermore, discussions about the municipal influence on the built environment
concern development of change-of-function plans, where a new role for municipalities was
introduced (Korthals Altes, 2007).
By linking the political parties or stakeholders to a certain concept of justice, this research is
not only applicable to the Netherlands. If it is possible to link a certain political party, or other
stakeholders, to a certain concept of justice, it is (partly) possible to research their influence on
the built environment.
Concluding, politics is often linked to justice, but only to social justice. Democracy is claimed
to be an element and condition of social justice. Furthermore, not much literature has been
written about other concepts of justice and the city, neighbourhoods or the built environment in
general, even though there are many different concepts of justice. Almost all literature concerns
social justice. There are a few articles about the question if political parties make a difference,
but they concern other aspects than the influence on the built environment. The voting
behaviour of certain areas or the municipal influence on change-of-function plans have been
researched in the past, but are not suitable for this thesis. By linking concepts of justice to
political parties, the methods of this thesis are suitable outside the Netherlands as well.

1.7 Research questions
The main research question for this thesis will be as follows:
What is the influence of different political climates on the built environment in a municipality?
1.7.1 Sub-questions
There will be four sub-questions that will be answered in this thesis:
1. What are indicators of political influence on the built environment?
2. How will a new neighbourhood look like concerning different political climates?
3. What are differences in new neighbourhoods due to the political climate present in
municipalities?
4. To what extent are the different political climates the reason behind the built
environment?
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1.7.2 Clarifications
The main research question contains the concept of the political climate. This concept will be
described as the political colour a certain municipality has. Some municipalities have a rather
stable local council, which consist of more or less the same parties. The coalition is then often
formed with the same parties, either left or right in the political spectrum. In other cases, there
might not be a stable political climate. If that is the case, the political climate will be described
as the political view the current coalition has.
For the first sub-question, indicators will be established. The indicators consist of different
instruments the municipalities have to shape the built environment. The way these instruments
are used might be a direct consequence of the political climate.
For the second sub-question, the concept of neighbourhood is used. Here, a neighbourhood is a
place where people live and where small recreation is possible in designated areas. The
neighbourhood consists of houses, infrastructure and public areas. Since the main topic of this
thesis is the housing market, companies or shopping areas are not included in the
neighbourhoods.
For the third sub-question, differences between new build neighbourhoods in different
municipalities will be researched. These differences will be analysed via the indicators
established in sub-question one.
For the fourth sub-question, the word ‘extent’ is used. Since municipalities do have a legal
influence on the built environment, the question that remains is to what extent this influence
reaches.

1.8 Approach
For the first sub-question, an analytical framework with indicators will be created to recognize
the differences in new build neighbourhoods due to the political climate. This analytical
framework will be used in sub-question three. This analytical framework will consist of several
indicators that will be drawn from the legal influence a municipality has on the built
environment.
The second sub-question will be answered through different scenarios. By linking different
political parties to the four concepts of justice, it is possible to create a neighbourhood where
one concept of justice will be used to plan the neighbourhood. The scenarios will show how an
imaginary neighbourhood would look like, where no consensus has to be achieved with other
political parties and external factors are ruled out. The context of the neighbourhood will be the
same for the different concepts of justice. The scenarios will then be used to compare real-life
neighbourhoods with the scenarios.
The third sub-question will be answered through empirical research. Different neighbourhoods
within chosen municipalities will be analysed to see if differences between political climates
are present. If they are present, the next step is to analyse why this is the case. It can be due to
the political climate or other external factors. New neighbourhoods will be used to analyse the
potential differences between the different political climates.
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For the fourth sub-question, different interviews will be held with aldermen or representatives
of the city council. The interviews will be held via semi-structured interviews. The goal is to
get more insights into the systems that shape the built environment, and to understand the
reasons behind the decisions made.
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2 Theoretical Framework
2.1 Separation of powers – the Trias Politica
Modern democracies have a few basic constitutional principles. One of these basic principles
is the separation of powers (Persson, Roland, & Tabellini, 1997). Locke and Montesquieu can
be seen as the founding fathers of the separation of powers. This separation concerns the
separation of legislative, executive and judicial powers (e.g. Fairlie, 1923; Montesquieu, 1748;
Persson et al., 1997). This separation of powers is part of our political culture, and we no longer
question why this separation is as it is. The balance of powers does vary among different
political systems, such as parliament and presidential systems (Persson et al., 1997).

Figure 1: Separation of Powers. Source: Parliamentary Education Office Australia.

2.1.1 Legislative power
The legislative side of the Trias Politica is the power where laws are made. In many democratic
countries, these are the Parliaments or the different Chambers/Houses. Here, the elected or
chosen politicians will debate and make laws for the country. Within municipalities, the local
council is the legislative power. They are a group of elected representatives that are all member
of a (local) political party. Depending on the size of the municipality, the local council consists
of 9 people, until a maximum of 45 people (Kiesraad, 2018). There is always an uneven number
of seats to ensure that there is always a majority during votes.
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2.1.2 Executive power
The executive side of the Trias Politica is the power where the laws are put into action. The
executive government and its ministers are responsible for this task. Often, these ministers are
chosen by the political parties who form the coalition. Within municipalities, this task is left to
the aldermen and mayor. The aldermen are members of the political parties that form the
coalition. When laws are made, the next step is to execute these laws. When something gets
prohibited, it is the task of the executive power to empower this prohibition.
2.1.3 Judicial power
The judicial side of the Trias Politica is the power where the laws will be tested and controlled
by judges. The judicial side has two different ways of making judgements on laws. The first
one is that only the judges have the power to convict people when breaking the law. Judges are
the only one who can decide if a person is complying with the law, and only they are allowed
to give sentences. The second way of making judgements on laws is the fact that they can also
judge the law itself. The judges can oppose a law that has been made by the parliament if it is
in some way in conflict with the constitution or other laws.
2.1.4 The Dutch Trias Politica
The Dutch Trias Politica is a bit different than some other Trias Politica. Here, both the
executive government as well as the parliament can make laws, which means that the legislative
and executive powers are not completely separated. However, the parliament does have the
only right to oversee the actions of the executive government.
The three different levels of government – national, provincial, municipal – all have a separation
of powers. On all levels, the same structure is used to secure this separation. However, this does
not mean that the different layers of government are completely separated as well. All laws
made by the national government have to be enforced by the provincial and municipal
governments. Furthermore, the High Court can overrule decisions made by the lower-ranked
courts.
Dutch Trias Politica

Legislative Power

Executive Power

Judicial Power

National

Government and First
and Second Chamber

Government

High Court

Provincial

Provincial States

Representative States

Court of Justice

Municipal

Local Council

Aldermen and Mayor

Local Court

The fact that the national, provincial and municipal laws are interconnected can be seen from
the Wro (law spatial planning) made in 2008. At the top, the national government can create
general rules for plans and even big, regional zoning plans. Provinces can do the same and can
create supra-municipal zoning plans. In the end, the municipalities are still responsible for the
zoning plans in their municipality, as well as structural concepts (Evers, 2018).
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However, the structure between national, provincial and municipal is quite hierarchical.
Whenever the national government imposes a plan, the provincial and municipal government
have to embed these plans in their policies (Needham, 2007).
A municipality is not allowed to create a law or zoning plan that is above the plans of the
provincial or national government. In general, most municipalities want to grow. They aim to
maintain natural growth and existing services, to counter the ageing of the residents and to
strengthen the local finical base (Needham, 2007). This can be in contrary to the vision of the
national policy, which can cause a conflict of interests.
2.1.4 Spatial planning and the Trias Politica
Spatial planning in the Netherlands is organised in such a way that the Trias Politica is used in
three different ways. As stated above, all three levels of government can have an influence on
spatial planning. Planning in its conventional sense refers to the process of setting goals,
developing strategies, and outlining activities and schedules to accomplish desired objectives
(Reiter & Sanders, 1998). It would, therefore, be logical if spatial planning would be on the
executive side of the Trias Politica. Laws made by the local council are translated into policy
document by the civil servants working for the municipality. The alderman is responsible for
the result and the enforcement of the laws.

2.2 Spatial planning and legitimacy
What follows from the link between spatial planning and the Trias Politica is the legitimacy of
spatial planning in the Netherlands. In a wide perspective, legitimacy is linked to the trust
between the citizens and its government (Needham, Buitelaar, & Hartmann, 2019). This trust
can be hard to earn but quickly lost. Furthermore, the concept of legitimacy is inherently
political (Needham et al., 2019). With new challenges, like climate change or socioeconomic
changes, there is a need to reflect on the way that spatial planning measures can be legitimised
(Hartmann & Spit, 2016; van Buuren, Klijn, & Edelenbos, 2012).
Planners that are employed by the state, and thus consume public money and resources, must
justify the fact that they do this to create a more desirable future (Moore, 1978). Furthermore,
Moore (2007) claims that if planning is a subset of government intervention, the justification
of an intervention by the government is sufficient to justify planning. Even though this claim is
way too simplified, it does play a central role in the theory of spatial planning and legitimacy.
Economic planners like Lutz (1969) have already recognized the relative equivalence of
planning and government intervention. However, spatial planning is not recognized by the
public as a profession that automatically adds welfare to society, in contrast to e.g. doctors or
engineers (Moore, 1978). So planners need legitimacy to continue their work. A solution for
this might be the development of mutual values for planners and their clients, reaching a
consensus of the elite, rational analysis and citizen participation (Moore, 1978; Rein, 1969).
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There are different theories on why planning is legitimized (e.g. Churchman, 1968; Davidoff,
2011; Faludi, 1973; Friedman, 1973; Hightower, 1969; Rittel, 1972). Ultimately, planning can
only be legitimized when planning is providing benefits to society that exceeds the costs and
recourses used by the planners (Altshuler, 1969; Branch, 1970; Skjei, 1976). Most theories
would agree that planning is indeed exceeding the costs, and thus is legitimate (Moore, 1978).
However, planning literature has not provided an adequate theory from which empirical
research is done to research the planning’s contribution to public welfare (Moore, 1978). The
economic theory about public goods might be a theory to justify spatial planning.
This theory about public goods suggests that market failure is a justification for governmental
interference. A pure public good is a good that, as defined by economic theory, can be consumed
by an additional consumer at no additional cost (Holcombe, 1997). Furthermore, consumers
cannot be excluded from consuming pure public good once it is produced or present (Holcombe,
1997). Often, these public goods are underproduced or not produced at all by the private sector,
since public goods are non-rivalrous and non-excludable, which means that companies cannot
make any profit off these goods (Betts, 2003). This often leads to the government producing
this good, since the underproduction of these public goods can be seen as market failure (Moore,
1978). Market failure is a necessary condition for government interference. If the government
would interfere in a market that is already operating efficiently, it would reduce the efficiency
of the market (Moore, 1978).
Zoning, or within the Dutch municipalities the usage of land use plans, is a way to protect
citizens from negative externalities generated by certain land uses (Moore, 1978). This
justification for zoning due to externalities has been developed by Rueter (1973). He claims
that an economic justification for political intervention in a certain market exists if an economic
externality has a substantial effect upon the equilibrium prices and its effects of this externality
are sufficiently diverse to preclude any voluntary settlement among the affected parties (Rueter,
1973).
Concluding, spatial planning has been shown to be a subset of government intervention. It
applies to the same logic which legitimizes government intervention. The theory of public
goods and the government’s responsibility to intervene in market failure situations, provides a
basis for a theoretical justification of planning (Moore, 1978).
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2.3 Planning triangle
Spatial planning can be distinguished into a content component (object) and a procedural
component (process) that has to be developed in a certain environmental component (context)
(Spit & Zoete, 2005). These three components – object, process and context – can structure the
working area of planners (Spit & Zoete, 2005). Together, these three components are called the
planning triangle (Bertolini & Spit, 2005).

Figure 2: the Planning Triangle. Source: Spit & Zoete, 2005

The object is representing the content of the problem. These are the core questions of the
problem, like moving a business area or a mobility problem (Spit & Zoete, 2005). However, it
does also account for the site and locational characteristics (Bertolini & Spit, 2005). The process
side is selecting different actors and resources and gives an insight to the deadlines and
organisation (Spit & Zoete, 2005). Variables can be actors, different interests in the problem
and intervening developments (Bertolini & Spit, 2005). Last, the context is the prerequisites in
which the object and project are being realised (Spit & Zoete, 2005). Variables are the national
planning system, culture of the place and major economic developments (Bertolini & Spit,
2005). In every planning activity, these three components can be found in varying degrees,
depending on the problem. The planning triangle can be used as an analytical tool to
characterise spatial planning.
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2.4 Different concepts of justice
There are different ways to think about justice. Maximizing welfare, respecting freedom and
promoting virtue are three ideas that show a different way of thinking about justice (Sandel,
2007). Asking whether a society is just, is to ask how society distributes things like income and
wealth (Sandel, 2007). For this thesis, four different concepts of justice will be used. These are
Utilitarian justice, Libertarian justice, Social justice and Environmental justice.
2.4.1 Utilitarian Justice – The greatest happiness principle
“Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure.
It is for them alone to point out what we ought to do, as well as to determine what we shall do”
(Bentham, 1789, p. 1).
Jeremy Bentham is the founding father of the idea of utilitarian justice. To understand this
concept, it is first important to know what the principle of utility is. The principle of utility
means that a party whose interest is in question, is approving or disapproving every action
whatsoever, according to the tendency which that action appears to have on the happiness of
that party, either increasing or diminishing it (Bentham, 1789; Sandel, 2007). Utility itself
means property in any object, whereby that property tends to produce happiness or prevents
unhappiness to the party whose interest is in question (Bentham, 1789).
An important note is that ‘the party whose interest is in question’ can range from an individual
to a community, and thus governmental organisations included (Bentham, 1789; Sandel, 2007).
For this thesis, the interest of the community is most important. The interest of a community is
the sum of the interest of the several members who compose this community (Bentham, 1789).
An action performed by the government can be conformed to the principle of utility, provided
that the action is generating more happiness for the community than unhappiness (Bentham,
1789; Sandel, 2007). Or, to put in simple terms, legislators should ask themselves this question:
“If we add up all of the benefits of this policy, and subtract the all the costs, will it produce
more happiness than the alternative?” (Sandel, 2007, p. 23).
Concluding, utilitarian justice is about achieving the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
2.4.2 Libertarian Justice – Do we own ourselves?
“If the libertarian theory of rights is correct, then many activities of the modern state are
illegitimate, and violations of liberty” (Sandel, 2007, p. 35)
To understand libertarianism, it is first important to know what liberty means. Liberty is often
seen as freedom. However, there is not an exact definition of the word liberty. In the book ‘The
constitution of Liberty’, Hayek (1960) describes liberty as “the condition of men in which
coercion of some by others is reduced as much as possible in society” (Hayek, 1960, p. 11).
According to Friedman (1962), the appropriate means for a liberal are free discussion and
voluntary co-operation, which implies that any form of coercion is inappropriate. In both
definitions, coercion in inappropriate. This includes coercion by any form of government.
However, modern governments defy this principle. Only a minimal state is compatible with the
libertarian theory of rights (Sandel, 2007).
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A minimal state, or night-watchman state, is a state that only protects its citizens against
violence, theft and is enforcing contracts (Nozick, 1974; Sandel, 2007). The state has a
monopoly of legitimate force in a territory, but cannot limit this protective service to paying
customers (Nozick, 1974). The market is taking care of the rest by the rules of supply and
demand. All modern states are violating or have violated individual rights and restricted the
freedoms of their subjects in their formation (Clark & Powell, 2019). Taxes in their existing
form are a good example of a violation of individual rights. This means that no state, as far as
we know, has ever emerged from the type of invisible hand process that is described by Nozick
(Clark & Powell, 2019).
Concluding, libertarian justice is all about market-driven concepts, with minimal intervention
from a (national) government.
2.4.3 Social Justice – The case for equality
“Justice is the first virtue of social institutions, as truth is of systems of thought. A theory
however elegant and economical must be rejected or revised if it is untrue; likewise, laws and
institutions no matter how efficient and well-arranged must be reformed or abolished if they
are unjust” (Rawls, 1971, p. 3).
Social justice is often seen as ‘general justice’. When people think about justice, they are often
thinking about social justice. Social justice stands for equality and fairness. Social justice denies
that the loss of freedom (or property) for some is outweighed by the larger sum of advantages
enjoyed by many (Rawls, 1971). This is going directly against the utilitarian concept of justice.
There are two core principles of social justice according to Rawls (1971). The first principle is
about each person having “an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic
liberties compatible with a similar system of liberty for all.” (Rawls, 1971, p. 266). This
principle assumes that there is a basic list of liberties, such as political liberty or the freedom of
speech. This list and the liberties among it have to be equal for all. The second core principle
of social justice is about that “social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they
are both: (a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings
principle, and (b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality
of opportunity” (Rawls, 1971, p. 266).
This principle applies to the distribution of income and wealth, and to the design of
organizations. Distribution of wealth and income do not need to be equal, but it must be to
everyone advantage while positions of authority and responsibility must be accessible to all
(Rawls, 1971).
Another important aspect of social justice is the ‘Veil of Ignorance’. The veil of ignorance is a
thought experiment described by John Rawls (1971). The thought experiment goes as follows
(Rawls, 1971): a group of people has to come up with a social contract. These people do not
know how the various outcomes of this contract will affect their case. No person knows his
place in society. One can be poor, rich, an ethnic minority or majority, etc. Their place in society
will be revealed after the social contract is made. Because no one knows their place in society,
no one has more bargaining power to overrule others. This creates a social contract that will be
socially just. The contract that is made will have rules to ensure that, no matter what their place
in society will be after the veil disappears, everyone will be able to live a decent life.
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Concluding, social justice is a concept of fair and just relations between the individual and
society.
2.4.4 Environmental Justice – Human rights and the politics of the environment
“Most fundamentally, it is about the way that people should be treated, the way the world should
be” (Walker, 2012, p. 1).
Environmental justice is quite a new concept. In the past 15 years, literature and ideas about
this concept of justice have grown exponentially (Walker, 2012). For some, the environment is
part of living a ‘good life’, while for others the environment is a big threat and risk for their
businesses and recourses (Walker, 2012). Environmental justice and environmental inequality
are often mixed, even though they do not mean the same. Environmental inequality means that
a specific social group is disproportionately affected by environmental hazards (Brulle &
Pellow, 2006; Čapek, 1993; Dobson, 2003; Pellow, 2000). Environmental justice, as defined
by Bullard (1996), is the principle that all people and all communities are entitled to equal
protection of both environmental and public health laws and regulations. What is key to both
definitions is that they are concerned with justice to people, which separates environmental
justice from ecological justice or justice to non-humans (Low & Gleeson, 1998; Schlosberg,
2007).
Environmental justice cannot be seen separate from sustainable development and sustainability
in general (Haughton, 1999). Furthermore, it is often linked to environmental movements and
NGOs. These movements are fighting for a better environment and are looking further than
most theories do, namely past the singular focus of maldistribution of the negative
environmental effects (Schlosberg, 2004). Environmental justice is often the underlying
thought for demonstrations about climate change nowadays, and also for the massive protest in
1982 in the United States concerning the dump of toxic land in a state where the majority was
Afro-American (Palmer, 2016). Global environmental justice movements embody the potential
of a comprehensive, integrated movement for justice in multiple, overlapping forms
(Schlosberg, 2004), making environmental justice not simply just another concept of justice.
Concluding, environmental justice is a difficult concept, which is not easy to grasp. However,
even though the concept is used in many different ways, the environment and people are key to
this concept.

2.5 Typology of economic goods
According to Ostrom (2009), it is possible to determine the management of the use of resources
by the way how access is given to the resource, and by subtractability of the usage of the
resource (Hartmann & Jehling, 2018). This leads to a division of four types of economic goods,
where excludability and subtractability (also known as rivalry) are among the two axes of the
diagram (Hartmann & Jehling, 2018). Subtractability describes the degree to which a good is
used up when consumed, while excludability describes the potential for excluding others from
benefitting from a good (Ostrom, Gardner, & Walker, 1994).
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The four types of economic goods are private, club, common and public goods (see figure 3).
The difference between the four economic goods is due to the differences between
subtractability and excludability.

Typology of Goods

High subtractability

Low subtractability

High Excludability

Private goods

Club goods

Low Excludability

Common goods

Public goods

Figure 3: Typology of Goods. Free to Hartmann & Jehling, 2018

The typology of goods is thus partly an environmental constraint, and partly a result, or
consequence, of managing resources or certain management rationality (Hartmann & Jehling,
2018). This difference in managing resources or certain management rationalities can be seen
in four types of ‘cities’, where this difference creates different types of neighbourhoods.
2.5.1 Four types of cities
The four types of economic goods can be used to “analyse urban space regarding diversity”
(Hartmann & Jehling, 2018, p. 61). This leads to four different ‘cities’. These are the private
city, the common city, the club city and the public city (Hartmann & Jehling, 2018). All these
cities exist within the suburban setting.
2.4.1.1 The private city
The private city has high excludability and high subtractability. The urban space is divided into
many private-owned plots, with often single-family homes and private gardens built on it. The
pirate city has the most individual freedom. People can use their private land as wanted. The
excludability of the land is high, while the public space, with low excludability, is only seen in
the form of streets connecting the properties.
2.4.1.2 The common city
The common city has the same subtractability as the private city, but low excludability. This is
managed by putting houses on the edge of a common area, which is collectively managed. The
green space is reachable for the whole city, but it cannot be used by all kinds of users at the
same due to its limited space. Institutions need to evolve limited use and ensure a common use
of the urban space.
2.4.1.3 The club city
The club city has the same excludability as the private city, but low subtractability. The
common area within the club city is exclusively for the club-members. The design of the club
city limits social interaction to a defined group of users. If one wants to change the function of
the common space, it cannot be done without interfering with the other club members. For a
club city to work, it must have an optimal number of club members.
2.4.1.4 The public city
The public city has both low excludability and subtractability. It often contains socialist
housing. The urban space around the houses is accessible for everyone, which causes the usage
of the urban space to be limited. The perspective of the user leads to the concept of public
goods. Often, vandalism is happening in these public spaces due to the lack of responsibility
and maintenance.
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2.6 Linking the four concepts of justice with the four types of cities
It is possible to link the four concepts of justice with the four types of cities. This creates an
analytical framework which can be used to create scenarios that represent the different concepts
of justice. The four types of cities give a physical representation of the difference in political
climates and concepts of justice.
The private city can be linked with the libertarian concept of justice. Minimal state interference
fits well with the idea to have private-owned plots without too much governmental interference.
The owners of the plot are almost free to do whatever they want with their piece of land. Others
are not welcome on the land. The urban space will be limited to roads connecting the different
plots.
The common city can be linked with environmental justice. Everyone is equally entitled to the
protection of both environmental and public health laws and regulations, so no one is excluded.
The common city makes sure that everyone can join this healthy living environment.
Institutions need to ensure a common use of the urban area. However, once an urban space is
used e.g. an orchard, it cannot be used as a place to host events, since it might destroy the
orchard. This means that the urban space is accessible for everyone, but the subtractability is
high.
The club city can be linked with utilitarian justice. Neighbourhoods are often built for one
specific group of people, which will achieve the greatest happiness of the greatest number. This
group will be monotonous, and therefore the social interaction within the neighbourhood will
be mainly with the same kind of people. The urban space is only used for the club members,
since it is either inaccessible for others, or social control is so high that others do not dare to get
into that urban space.
The public city can be linked with social justice. The public city mainly exists out of social
housing, where the urban area is not been taken care of. The urban area is accessible by
everyone, while there is not a specific use for it. There is often a lot of vandalism since the
public space is not managed or controlled. The government has to do a lot of work to ensure
standards that allow for social interaction.
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3. Methods
In this chapter, the methods used to answer the research questions will be explained. To research
the influence of different political climates on the built environment in a municipality,
qualitative research was conducted. This was done via both desk research, including literature
study, and field research which consisted of interviews.
The desk research consisted of three different components. First, the planning triangle was used
to deduct five indicators that can be used to determine the political influence on the built
environment. Second, literature concerning different concepts of justice was used together with
the literature on thought experiments and scenarios, to create scenarios of new neighbourhoods
(see 3.1 The scenarios). Last, within different municipalities, new neighbourhoods were
analysed through the use of indicators (see 3.2 The case studies). Literature and other sources
have been acquired via the library of the Wageningen University, Google Scholar, webpages of
companies and newspapers.
Field research was conducted via interviews. Interviews were held with aldermen in different
municipalities, who are responsible for spatial planning and housing, and with city council
members, who are the first spokesperson for spatial planning and housing.

3.1 The scenarios
Scenarios often start with a ‘what if’ question (Cooper, 2005). The ‘what if’ question here is as
follows: “What if only one concept of justice would be applied to an imaginary plot for a new
build neighbourhood?” In these scenarios, the four concepts of justice will individually be used
to create a new neighbourhood in an imaginary city. Every concept of justice will be used once
for the same plot. This plot will be 20,000 m2, the size of a small neighbourhood. The plot will
be 200 meters by 100 meters. The plot will be empty, without any contamination. Furthermore,
the soil is already serviced by the local municipality. Last, there are no rules regarding house
sizes and heights, plot sizes, number of houses etc, but there are rules regarding the components
that need to be addressed. The outcomes of the thought experiment were sketches and a guiding
text of these sketches. These sketches and guiding text should include and only include the
following four components, to keep the scenarios as simple as possible, but still represent a
possible real-world outcome. The order in which the four components are applied to the plot
does not matter. They can be used separately or at the same time.
1. The first component is the division of the large plot into smaller plots for houses. To
show what kind of houses will be built, every house will individually be labelled.
2. The second component is what kind of houses will be built on those plots. Per individual
house, it should be made clear what type of house it will be. Will it be detached houses,
flats, villas, terraced houses, etc. This will be highlighted with written text on the
housing plots.
3. The third component is the layout of the infrastructure in the area. The infrastructure
can be laid out in various ways, as long as every house has a connection to the main
road system, either via a footpath or a road. Furthermore, there must be at least one road
leading out of the neighbourhood. Last, there should be parking facilities in the
neighbourhood, either collectively or on the housing plots themselves.
4. The fourth component is about urban areas. What kind of urban areas will be present in
the neighbourhood? Will there be a lot of public (green) space, or will everything be
housing. Here, there are no restrictions.
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3.2 The case studies
The four case studies, which are the four different municipalities, were chosen via two criteria.
First, national political parties present in the Second Chamber in the Netherlands were linked
to different concepts of justice, to make sure that all four of the concepts of justice would be
represented by the different municipalities. This criterium consisted of the following two
criteria:
1. The municipality has to be a member of the G40. The G40 is a group of medium-sized
municipalities that work together on different issues. They often have enough space to
build new neighbourhoods, but also find their cities to become more attractive for new
residents. This criterium secures that there are new neighbourhoods within the
municipality.
2. The four municipalities must have a different political climate, and will therefore
represent a different concept of justice. It is optimal if the political climate within the
municipality is consistent. The election results were drawn from
www.verkiezingsuitslagen.nl. Next, coalition agreements have been researched to
analyse which parties have formed the coalition, and which party supplied the alderman
concerning spatial development and housing.
After the four cases were chosen, different new neighbourhoods within that municipality were
analysed to see the differences in neighbourhoods that might be present due to the political
climate. The neighbourhoods cannot be older than 15 years, since only the last three election
results will be analysed. Furthermore, land use plans can also not be older than 15 years. Since
land use plans tend to get updated while nothing significant changes, this combination of both
a maximum of 15-year-old land use plans and 15-year-old neighbourhoods is key. In the most
ideal scenario, all neighbourhoods that have been researched will exactly be the same. There
are three characteristics concerning the new neighbourhoods that would benefit the research if
they would be the same:
1. Size: it would have been optimal if all researched neighbourhoods would be of the
same size regarding the number of square meters. Ideally, the plot on where the new
neighbourhood would be constructed is 45.000 m2. This size allows for different
types of houses, while not being too large.
2. Number of houses: it would have been optimal that the number of houses to be built
on that plot would be the same, neglecting the type of house that is being built.
3. Land use plans: all neighbourhoods should have clear land use plans that are
obtainable via www.ruimtelijkeplannen.nl or www.planviewer.nl or the website of
that specific municipality. Furthermore, land use plans should not be older than
fifteen years.
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3.3 The research
To answer the main question of this thesis, the research was set up as follows. First, an analytical
framework was created. This analytical framework consists of five indicators that have been
derived from the planning triangle. The indicators indicate the potential political influence the
municipality has on the built environment. The indicators are later on used for the analyses of
existing neighbourhoods
Second, to understand in what way the different concepts of justice, and thus different political
climates, could have an impact on a new neighbourhood, scenarios were made. These scenarios
resulted from the existing literature about the different concepts of justice, which have then
been translated into fictional neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the four types of cities as described
by Hartmann & Jehling (2018) were used to create even more typical neighbourhoods per
political climate. These neighbourhoods represent the built environment that would be expected
with certain political climates.
Both steps explained above are necessary to conduct a plan analysis. The plan analysis started
with analysing the four case municipalities. Next, per municipality, new neighbourhoods have
been analysed according to the analytical framework and criteria. If possible, up to four
different neighbourhoods per municipality were analysed. All neighbourhoods were analysed
according to the different indicators that have been derived from the planning triangle. The next
step is to compare the scenarios with the real-life neighbourhoods. Similarities or differences
between the scenarios and real-life neighbourhoods can be analysed. Next, the scenarios will
be compared to the answers given by the interviewees regarding their vision of future
neighbourhoods.
These similarities or differences between the scenarios and real-life neighbourhoods are easy
to physically see, but the reason behind it is difficult to analyse from paper. Therefore,
interviews were held. The interviews had a semi-structured form. In total, 6 persons were
interviewed, of which one interview was held with two persons at the same time. The semistructured form left room for the interviewees to go deeper into a certain subject, and created
an opportunity to ask more question regarding a certain topic. The interviews lasted between
30 and 50 minutes each. All interviews were recorded to transcribe the interviews. The
interviews itself were held in the different town halls of that specific municipality, an architect’s
office or via phone.
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4. Results
In this chapter, the results of the study are presented and discussed regarding the aim of the
study, which was to determine the influence of local politics on the built environment. The four
sub-questions presented in the introduction will be separately answered.

4.1 Sub-question 1: What are indicators of political influence on the built
environment?
To see the political influence on the built environment, an analytical framework is needed to
analyse the new build neighbourhoods. This analytical framework will consist of different
indicators that can be derived from the planning triangle.
The object component is the core problem the spatial planner tries to solve. By looking at the
object component as a component which includes locational characteristics (Bertolini & Spit,
2005), location itself is an indicator. Most locational characteristics, and especially in new build
neighbourhoods, are shaped and created by humanity itself (Pierce, Martin, & Murphy, 2011).
Since locations of new neighbourhoods are chosen by the municipality, they have a direct
influence on the neighbourhood characteristics. Neighbourhoods within the city centre will
often look different from neighbourhoods on the edge of the municipality. Location can be used
by the municipalities to steer the built environment into their desired outcome. Location is an
indicator to see the political influence on the built environment.
From the process component, one must look at the different processes that occur during the
creation of a new neighbourhood. Deadlines and timeframes are described in different policy
documents. Before any new neighbourhood can be built, the land has to be serviced. This can
be done in different forms and differs per case. The specific type of land policy is an important
political decision (Wigmans, 1995). Municipalities are free to choose a certain type of land
policy (VROM, 2009). This is written down in a land policy document, where the management
philosophy of a certain municipality is made clear (VROM, 2009). Land policies can differ per
case and in the number of stakeholders involved in servicing the land. Per form of land policy,
different roles, risks and instruments are present for both the municipality and stakeholders
(Gemeente Groningen, 2017) (see: Appendix 3). In the end, land policies are a political choice
(Wigmans, 1995) made by the municipality. It can be concluded that land policies are an
indicator to see the political influence on the built environment.
From the context component, which are the prerequisites in which the object and project are
being realised, there are some important steps concerning building a new neighbourhood. The
document where all the prerequisites and rules are bundled is called the land use plan (Buitelaar,
Segeren, & Kronberger, 2008). Land usage has to correspond with the land use plan. The
realisation of a land use plan is the core of every new neighbourhood. The land use plan can be
used to shape the built environment into the desired outcome (Buitelaar et al., 2008). Another
prerequisite that can be derived from the context component are land prices. Before the
neighbourhood is built, land prices have to be determined by the municipality (Michielsen,
Groot, & Veenstra, 2019). In most municipalities, land prices are determined, but in different
ways. Some municipalities use fixed land prices per square meter, while others calculate the
land price via the residual method (Gemeente Gouda, n.d.). Most municipalities give a subsidy
on land when social housing is built (Matthijse, Buitelaar, & Eskinasi, 2012). The differences
in both land use plans and land prices are political choices, and thus indicators of political
influence on the built environment.
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The way that sustainability is applied to new neighbourhoods differs per municipality. The
municipality itself decides what kind of extra sustainability measures it takes on top of the rules
imposed by the national government (Buitelaar et al., 2008). The sustainable measures can
range from a subsidy on solar panels, to the obligation to build houses without a gas connection.
These rules can have a big impact on the built environment, and can be used by local politics
to have an influence on the built environment.
Concluding, from the planning triangle, five indicators will be used as an analytical framework
that can be used to analyse new-build neighbourhoods. The five indicators are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Land use plans
Land policies
Land prices
Location
Sustainability

4.1.1 Land use plans
The first indicator to be used is a land use plan. A land use plan is a plan that is imposed by the
municipality regarding the usage of a plot of land. It includes the building restrictions regarding
that plot. It is a legal document that applies to both the government and civilians and
corporations. Municipalities must have a land use plan for their whole territory. Most land use
plans are quite detailed regarding function, building height restrictions and plot size, especially
within city boundaries. Provinces or even the national government can create a land use plan
for an area when important provincial or national interests are at stake.
A land use plan exists of the following three components (Kubiek, n.d.):
1. An imagination. In this component, a map clearly shows which parcels the land use plan
is about. It also gives an insight into the different land uses on the parcel.
2. A set of rules: In this section, the specific rules of that area are included. They are legal
affairs that determine what is and what is not allowed in that specific land use plan. The
rules include information about the construction and usage options within the range of
the land use plan.
3. An explanation: This gives extra information about the land use plan, including the goal
of the land use plan. It also provides accountability for environmental aspects. Often,
various researches are needed for this step.
There are a few reasons why a land use plan can be seen as an indicator of political influence
on the built environment. The municipality can use a land use plan to ‘steer’ a certain area
towards their desired outcome (Needham, 2007). If the municipality wants more social housing,
they can use the land use plan to secure more social houses. Another aspect is the rigidness of
a land use plan. Rigid land use plans allow for almost no interpretation by the project developer.
The municipality and project developer often create these plans together, which allows the
municipality to actively steer the area. With flexible land use plans, the developer can adjust
certain elements, which fit better with the demand from the market.
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It is to be expected that the land use plans are used differently between left- and right-wing
parties. Left-wing parties are expected to use rigid land use plans, to actively steer the built
environment, while right-wing parties have a more open land use plan, where the market has
more freedom to develop.
4.1.2 Land policy
The second indicator to be used are the land policies used in the municipality. Land policies
cannot be seen separate from politics (Wigmans, 1995). Since there are different forms of land
policies, the choice for a specific land policy is a political choice. The local council decides
which form of land policy is used for a specific case, or which land policy is used for the whole
municipality in general.
The biggest contradiction is between active and passive land policies. With active land policies,
the municipality itself is acquiring land, is servicing the land and after the land use plan is
determined, the land is sold to a project developer. This gives the municipality more control.
Financially, active land policy is risky. Profits can be made if the land is sold for a higher price
than acquired, but the development can fail which results in a loss.
With passive land policy, the market starts the project. The municipality has no ambition for
the project, and is not actively engaging in it. The municipality has a facilitating role, with only
focussing on the legal procedures and costs. Risks are low or non-existent since the municipality
is not actively engaging in acquiring and selling land, or developing the land. However, they
have limited control over what happens to the land.
Active and passive land policies are not the only forms that exist. There are many intermediate
forms of land policy. These require collaboration between private parties and the municipality.
The municipality itself can search for a private partner that collaborates with them on a certain
project. This is done when the project needs active land policy, but the risks are too high. Private
parties can also ask the municipality to collaborate, when the project can be beneficial for the
municipality.
It is expected that right-wing political parties are more in favour of passive land policies, where
the market has more freedom and the municipality has fewer risks. The houses built via passive
land policy will emerge from a demand on the market, while governmental interference is kept
low. Left-wing parties are expected to be in favour of active land polices, where the
municipality can decide what happens to the land, and in this case, what kind of houses will be
built. They can actively steer the built environment via this land policy.
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4.1.3 Land prices
The third indicator to be used are the land prices. Municipalities have a big influence on the
price of land. The municipality decides the method to calculate the price of land. There are
various ways in calculating the price of land (Gemeente Gouda, n.d.):
1. The residual method: The price of the land is determined by the land use of that plot.
The construction costs and additional costs are subtracted from the economic value. The
value that remains is the residual, which is the price of the land.
2. The cost price method: the land price is determined by increasing the acquisition costs
of the land with the costs of servicing the land.
3. The comparative method: the land price developments on the market, and especially in
the immediate surrounding areas, are used to determine the land price.
4. Land ratio: land ratio is the total share in acquisition costs of a house. If the acquisition
costs are €100,000, and the land ratio is 20 per cent, the land price will be €20,000.
5. Fixed land price: the municipality determines a price per square meter with the help of
an analysis of the land prices, according to the market or experts.
All these different methods are market-conform price determinations. However, municipalities
are allowed to ask less than the market-conform price, to stimulate exceptional cases. This
subsidy is very common when social housing is built by corporations.
The most common methods are the residual method and the comparative method. The different
methods are an indicator for the ideas the municipality has regarding land prices. If the
comparative method is used, the market has the upper hand regarding the land price. If the
residual method is used, the specific land use determines the land price. With this method,
cheaper and smaller houses, which are more space-efficient, will have a lower land price than
big, detached houses. It is expected that right-wing political parties are more in favour of the
comparative method, while left-wing parties are more in favour of the residual method.
4.1.4 Location
The fourth indicator to be used is the location of the new neighbourhood. Location influences
the price of land, and thus indirectly on the price of houses. In 1966, Von Thünen created the
land rent model; a model calculating the land prices in an isolated state (Von Thünen, 1966).
Even though this model was made for agricultural land, it shows the importance of location.
Since the decline of inhabitants of cities reached its peak in 1985, more people moved into the
cities (Vermeulen, de Groot, Marlet, & Teulings, 2011). There are certain benefits to living in
a city, which are called agglomeration economies (Vermeulen et al., 2011; Verstraten, Verweij,
& Zwaneveld, 2018).
Municipalities decide on the location of new neighbourhoods. All locations have certain
characteristics. With these certain characteristics, certain neighbourhood characteristics are
expected. A green, water-rich and spacious area is expected to have more expensive houses,
while a dense and disadvantaged area is expected to have more cheap houses. It is to be expected
that left-wing parties want to include social housing and cheaper houses in every new
neighbourhood, regarding the characteristics of the location. Right-wing parties are expected to
let the market decide on this matter. This means that cheap houses will not be built in expensive
areas. Furthermore, the location often decides what type of houses will be built.
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In a dense area, it is more likely to have high-rise buildings with apartments, instead of terraced
houses with separate gardens. This can be the result of the political choice to build within the
city’s border.
4.1.5 Sustainability
The fifth and last indicator to be used is sustainability. Every new building has to be built
sustainably from 2020 onwards (RVO, 2017). These rules are imposed by the national
government. However, municipalities have a big influence on these rules. Municipalities can
decide to add extra rules on top of the rules from the national government. Municipalities are
also able to give subsidies or loans to their residents. With these subsidies, people can invest in
their house and make it more sustainable. By giving either these subsidies or restrictions
regarding e.g. the obligation to use a heat-cold pump, the municipality is steering
neighbourhoods into a certain direction.
It is expected that left-wing political parties are willing to spend public resources on making
the built environment more sustainable. Furthermore, they are expected to have more rules and
clear goals that they want to achieve. Right-wing political parties are expected to spend less
public resources and giving the market more freedom to reach certain sustainability goals. The
goals might be formulated vaguer.
4.1.6 Conclusion
It can be concluded that, deducted from the planning triangle, five indicators can be used as
indicators of political influence on the built environment. These are land use plans, land
policies, land prices, location and sustainability. These indicators can be used as a tool by the
municipalities to steer the built environment into the desired direction. It is to be expected that
the tools are used differently by the different political parties.
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4.2 Sub-question 2: How will a new neighbourhood look like concerning
different political climates?
Thought experiments can be used as a device of the imagination to investigate the nature of
things (Brown & Fehige, 2019). They can be used in a variety of areas. A definition of a thought
experiment is ‘to make a judgement about what would be the case if the particular state of
affairs, often described in an imaginary scenario, was to become actual’ (Cooper, 2005;
Gendler, 1998). However, others argue that it might be better to not give a specific definition,
since it can prejudice the ongoing investigation (Brown & Fehige, 2019). Thought experiments
are conducted for various reasons, including that some experiments cannot be run in the real
world (Sorensen, 1992).
Characteristically, thought experiments are all about ‘what if’ questions. ‘What would happen
if...’ is the general way to start a thought experiment, and during this thought experiment one
temporarily adjusts his worldview to construct a model that can answer those ‘what if’ questions
(Cooper, 2005). By answering those ‘what if’ questions, one can predict how imaginary entities
would behave in the real world. When there are certain laws or rules (or in this case theories)
in place, one can argue how the imaginary entities would behave under those conditions
(Cooper, 2005). The answer to the ‘what if’ questions are often written in a narrative form,
frequently with visualisations (Brown & Fehige, 2019).
It is of great importance that the thought experimenter (the researcher) is committed to
answering the ‘what if’ question rigorously, and to take all relevant consequences into account
(Cooper, 2005). Some consequences can be ignored, since they are not of relevance to the
experiment. The experiment should produce some visualization; there should be something
experimental about a thought experiment (Brown & Fehige, 2019). Finally, a model can be
made after the thought experiment. Here, a model can be seen as a dynamic representation of a
situation (Cooper, 2005). A model can well differ per situation and thought experiment; it can
even be something you can smell or feel (Brown & Fehige, 2019; Cooper, 2005).
For the four different concepts of justice, a new neighbourhood will be created. Here, we
assume that the municipality is governed by only one party that is following the ideas of one of
the four concepts of justice. The neighbourhood will be built in a similar municipality as the
ones that are a member of the G40. (For the bigger pictures of the drawings, see the Appendix.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A1: Social housing, maximum rent subsidy possible, 2 stories
A2: Social housing, maximum of €720,- rent per month, 3 stories
A3: Social housing, maximum of €720,- rent per month, apartments
B1: Owner-occupied, between €150,000 and €210,000, 2 stories
B2: Owner-occupied, between €210,000 and €250,000, 3 stories
B3: Owner occupied, between €250,000 and €310,000, 4 stories
B4: Owner-occupied, above €310,000, 4 stories and more square meters than B3
C1: Private rental, between €720 and €1000 rent per month, 3 stories
C2: Private rental, between €1000 and €1250 rent per month, 4 stories
C3: Private rental, between €720 and €1500, apartment
Yellow squares: Children’s playground
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4.2.1 Utilitarian Justice
As stated earlier, utilitarian justice stands for the greatest happiness of the greatest number
(Bentham, 1789). This means that the new neighbourhood must be created in such a way that
the majority of the Netherlands would be happy if this neighbourhood would be realised.

Figure 4: Scenario Utilitarian Justice

First of all, according to research, the majority of the Dutch citizens are looking for a house that
is situated on ground level (Keers & Smeulders, 2011; Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en
Koninkrijksrelaties, 2018b). This means that high rise buildings or apartments will not be built
in this neighbourhood. Furthermore, most people are searching for neighbourhoods close to
larger cities, but preferably on the edge of those cities due to agglomeration economies
(Vermeulen et al., 2011; Verstraten et al., 2018). Last, the ambience in the neighbourhood must
be nice and a lot of green has to be present.
The price of the owner-occupied houses should range from cheap houses to medium-priced
houses, between €150,000 and €310,000. Furthermore, the prices of social housing should also
vary. There have to be social houses that are below the price where one receives maximum rent
subsidy, and social houses that are above that limit but are still below €720,- rent per month.
There also have to be private rental houses that are either situated in the middle-rent category
or the high-rent category. By using these price categories, almost everyone can either buy or
rent a house in this neighbourhood. The only ones that will probably not move into this
neighbourhood are the ‘rich’ people, who earn more money and want to live in larger houses.
All houses will be two, three or four stories high, since this is enough space to either host a
couple without children, a (large) family with children or spare room for working at home.
Since there are differences in price, these differences have to be visible in the number of square
meters of the house. This difference in square meters preferably originates from differences in
height of the buildings. Building houses with more stories is more space-efficient than widening
the houses to get more square meters.
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This does also mean that there is no room for big houses, semi-detached houses or detached
houses in general. Terraced houses are way more space-efficient, and during the time of a
housing shortage, the neighbourhood should host as many houses as possible.
Lastly, the Dutch citizens are looking for neighbourhoods with enough green areas in the
neighbourhood (Van Bremen & Jonkhof, 2003). This means that there is a maximum of 60 per
cent buildings on the individual plots, to make sure that the neighbourhood does not only
consists out of concrete. The roads in the neighbourhood are laid out in such a way that everyone
has a good connection to the road system, and that there are different routes to get in and out of
the neighbourhood.
As stated earlier, utilitarian justice can be linked to the club city. In the scenario, there are four
distinct sections of the neighbourhood, which can all be seen as an individual club, even though
the whole place is not completely fenced off. The buildings are situated among the edges of a
small green space. The urban space in the middle will only be used by the residents living
directly next to it. Social interaction will be mainly with the same kind of people, since they
live together in one of the four distinct sections. This social interaction causes high social
control, in which outsiders are not welcome. Even though the urban space is accessible for
outsiders, outsiders are not willing to come due to this high social control.
4.2.2 Libertarian Justice
As stated earlier, libertarian justice is about market-driven concepts, with minimal intervention
from a (national) government (M. Friedman, 1962; Nozick, 1974). First of all, the influence of
the government on this neighbourhood should be as minimal as possible. To achieve this
minimal interference, the plot will be quite empty when being sold to the highest bidder, which
will probably be a housing developer. The land will only be serviced and ready to be built upon,
to secure an income for the municipality.

Figure 5: Scenario Libertarian Justice
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However, if the municipality would use these tactics for every plot available in their
municipality, people who depend on social housing would not be able to have a house at their
disposal. That is why the corner of the neighbourhood will be reserved for social housing. The
social houses will be surrounded by a green area, and it will have a common garden in the
middle of the social houses. Furthermore, the social houses will have their own road to get in
and out of the neighbourhood, to make sure that they do not have to go through the rest of the
plot. This way, the buyer of the empty plot will have maximum freedom to built what they want
on the plot. The social houses will only contain houses where a maximum rent subsidy is
possible.
Since there will not be any other restrictions, the neighbourhood can turn out in any way that
the buyer of the plot wants it to be. It can consist of one big villa, taking up the whole plot, or
out of many small houses that will be rented out for a high rental price. This also means that
the neighbourhood will probably not have any cohesion with its environment. Since the
government will not dictate how the houses should look like, or what kind of urban spaces the
neighbourhood should have, it will be completely created to the taste of the owner or the desires
from the market at that moment.
By comparing the libertarian just neighbourhoods with the four types of cities, it is clear that
the private city fits best with this neighbourhood. The scenario clearly shows individual houses
with private land around it. The user and owner have a lot of freedom and the properties are
fenced off. Consequently, the public space is fiddling. Only the roads that give access to the
individual plots are placed where people can meet each other. Other forms of social interaction
are not taken into the design. This is clearly shown in the pattern of scattered houses around the
plot. Many different types and sorts of houses are built with no clear harmony.
4.2.3 Social Justice
By using the veil of ignorance as proposed by John Rawls, it becomes easier to build a socially
just neighbourhood. This does not mean that only cheap houses will be built. Social justice is
not only there to serve the less fortunate, and thus to create only social housing in the new
neighbourhood. A real socially just neighbourhood makes sure that everyone can live in that
neighbourhood, no matter how much money they have. The veil of ignorance will make sure
that there will be social houses available, but one should not forget that rich people will not live
in a social house. It is possible that after the veil disappears, one becomes a very rich person.
That person then does not want to live in a social house, but desires a bigger house. That is why
all types of houses should be available in this neighbourhood.
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Figure 6: Scenario Social Justice

The houses will be created to the ratio of people that can afford a specific house. So if, for
example, 20 per cent of the population of the Netherlands needs social housing below the price
where one receives maximum rent subsidy, the number of houses that meet that requirement
will also be 20 per cent. The same accounts for any other type of houses. Semi-detached houses
will also be built according to the percentage of people who are willing to buy those kinds of
houses. The urban green space will be in the middle of the neighbourhood, and since it is quite
a small neighbourhood, everyone can access the green space very easily.
By having a great variety of people living in the neighbourhood, the neighbourhood becomes
more diverse. This means that people from completely different social levels can come together
and socialise. This will result, according to Jacobs (1961), in a more lively and thriving
neighbourhood, which will be safer and nicer to live in.
As stated earlier, social justice can be linked to the public city. In this scenario, the urban area
in the neighbourhood is accessible for everyone, hence the placement of the urban area in the
middle of the neighbourhood. There is no specific use for the urban area, which states that the
subtractability is low. There is no collective that takes care of the urban space.
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4.2.4 Environmental Justice
Environmental justice is mostly about making sure that the burden of negative environmental
impact is shared among the whole neighbourhood equally. That is why the parking lot will be
located at the edge of the neighbourhood, far away from all the houses.

Figure 7: Scenario Environmental Justice

The parking lot is surrounded by trees which will take up the CO2 emitted by the cars.
Furthermore, all the edges around the neighbourhood are covered with green infrastructure,
with the same height and thickness, to block pollutants from outside the neighbourhood. The
greenspace next to the parking place can be used for recreation and some nature. This is
accessible from outside the neighbourhood.
The houses that will be built in this neighbourhood do look fairly much at the houses built for
the socially just neighbourhood. This is because environmental justice is often paired with leftwing politics, and left-wing politics are often social parties. This means that the houses will
have a fairly reasonable price, and will cost at maximum €310,000.
The municipality will impose strict rules regarding the sustainability of the neighbourhood. To
reduce pollutants as much as possible, the whole neighbourhood will be gasless, will have solar
panels, heat/cold pumps and other interventions. The location of this neighbourhood is
important. Cheaper houses will be built, but this should not be compensated with building the
neighbourhood next to a land-fill for example, where the land to build this neighbourhood is
cheaper.
As stated earlier, environmental justice can be linked to the common city. The houses are
arranged in such a way that the urban space is accessible for everyone, while the urban space
does often have a specific use, to secure the common use of the urban space. This is done by
creating public playgrounds or an allotment garden as done in the scenario. The common areas
are more regulated via social control, since most houses have a clear view of the urban space.
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4.2.5 Conclusion
The scenarios show an extreme version of the different concepts of justice, linked to one of the
four types of cities. The libertarian just neighbourhood differs the most from the other
neighbourhoods. The individual plots have no coherence with each other or with other
neighbourhoods in the vicinity. The other neighbourhoods are project-based neighbourhoods,
where the municipality is actively steering the built environment, be it with different intentions.
Most of the differences can be seen in the different types of houses that are built in the
neighbourhoods, or the way that the neighbourhood is set-up. With social justice, there is more
need for a variety of houses since every income group should be able to buy a house in that
neighbourhood. With utilitarian justice, the focus lies more on creating the greatest happiness
for the greatest number. The environmental just neighbourhood focuses most on environmental
rules and creating a green neighbourhood.
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l4.3 Sub-question 3: What are differences in new neighbourhoods due to the
political climate present in municipalities?
To answer this sub-question, it is first important to link political parties to a certain concept of
justice.
Only the political parties that are taking part in the national elections and have a seat in either
the First or Second Chamber will be taken into account, since local political parties are hard to
put under a certain concept of justice. However, since Lokaal Almelo Samen (LAS) will be
used for interviews, LAS will also be linked to a certain concept of justice.
All national political parties will be divided between the four different concepts of justice,
leaving at least two political parties per concept of justice. For all political parties, the Party
Manifestos of 2017 are used. Some parties are impossible to link to a certain concept of justice,
since they do not have a clear ideology that can be linked to a concept of justice. These parties
are 50Plus, Forum voor Democratie (FvD), Christen Unie (CU), Staatkundig Gereformeerde
Partij (SGP) and DENK. 50Plus, FvD and DENK can be seen as populist parties, with focussing
on a minority in the Netherlands. CU and the SGP are Christian parties, which makes them hard
to put under one certain concept of justice, since they reason from a Christian perspective.
4.3.1 Utilitarian Justice
The CDA (Christian Democratic Union) can be linked to the utilitarian concept of justice. Even
though the C stands for Christian, it does not follow the rules of the bible. The party reasons
from their ideas about an ideal society, something that is visible within the Christian human
image (CDA, 2020). The CDA is against the ‘I-culture’ that is rising nowadays, and believes
that we have insufficient awareness of the importance of shared values (CDA, 2017). They want
to stand up and tackle the problems and fears that many people have. Many statements contain
the words ‘together’, which implies that they want to include everyone living in the
Netherlands. They want to create the best society for as many people as possible.
Another party that can be linked to the utilitarian concept of justice is the Partij Voor de Vrijheid
(PVV). The PVV wants to be there for the ‘normal’ Dutch citizens. With focussing on the deIslamisation of the Netherlands, they believe they will make a large group of the citizens of the
Netherlands happier while reducing the freedom for Islamic people. (PVV, 2017).
4.3.2 Social Justice
The PvdA (Labour Party) can be linked to the social concept of justice due to various reasons.
The PvdA is a social-democratic party that stands for a ‘just’ society, where everything is shared
equally and where everyone, regarding their origin, has the rights to basic necessities (PvdA,
2017). This is in line with the first core principle of Rawls (1971). Furthermore, the second core
principle of Rawls (1971) of social justice is also embedded in the party. The PvdA pleads
against racism and discrimination, especially in the workplace, where everyone should get an
equal chance to get hired for a job.
Other parties that can be linked to the social concept of justice are the SP. The SP wants to be
there for all citizens, and want to have a social Netherlands, where everyone should be included.
It should not matter how much money one earns and what his place in society is. Everyone has
basic rights like food and shelter (SP, 2017)
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4.3.3 Libertarian Justice
The VVD (People's Party for Freedom and Democracy) can be linked to the libertarian concept
of justice. First of all, the party pronounces itself as a libertarian party. The party wants to have
a society where people and companies have as much freedom as possible (VVD, 2017). This is
in line with the minimal state as proposed by Nozick (1974). Furthermore, the government is
only allowed to intervene when freedom is involuntarily taken away from the citizens or when
certain boundaries are crossed. The party is in favour of using the market as an instrument to
solve problems.
Another party that can be linked to the libertarian concept of justice is D66. However, the party
is, unlike the VVD, more left-wing. Self-determination and freedom of choice are important for
D66. The party wants to have a market-based government, but with keeping the environment
as an important factor, meaning that the economic growth should come from a clean way of
producing products and services (D66, 2017).
Last, LAS can be linked to the libertarian concept of justice. LAS vouches for everyone living
in Almelo. It calls itself a ‘social-liberal’ party, and is in favour of own responsibilities and selfsustainability. Just like D66, freedom of choice and self-determination are important (LAS,
2018).
4.3.4 Environmental Justice
GroenLinks (Green Left Party) can be linked to the environmental concept of justice.
GroenLinks is a party that chooses to invest in a ‘green’ economy where the inequality among
Dutch citizens will be tackled (GroenLinks, 2017). They want to invest in the outside air with
less pollution, clear water and versatile nature. With principles like ‘the polluter pays’,
GroenLinks makes a statement towards the polluting industries. The party has an active nature
policy where nature is protected and enhanced (GroenLinks, 2017). In the end, GroenLinks
wants to be there for humans and nature at the same time, and letting them coexist together.
Concerning housing, GroenLinks is taking a left-wing approach, which means that housing
should be available to everyone.
Another party that can be linked to the environmental concept of justice is the Partij voor de
Dieren (Party for the Animals). The PvdD wants a clean planet where everyone on the planet
can enjoy the earth and its recourses responsibly. The party is a left-wing party as well, having
quite the same values as GroenLinks regarding housing (PvdD, 2017).
4.3.5 Municipalities researched
To research the influence of local politics on the built environment, it is important to have four
different political climates present. Four different municipalities, each with a different political
climate, will be analysed.
The researched municipalities will be shortly introduced. In Appendix 1, the alderman
concerning spatial planning and housing is presented per municipality, together with the
coalition of the local council. Parties are in order of the highest amount of votes to the least
amount of votes in that municipality.
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4.3.5.1 Almelo
The municipality of Almelo is situated in the eastern part of the Netherlands. It consists of the
city of Almelo and the village of Aaldorp. The CDA has been the biggest party since the
elections of 2014, but has been part of the coalition since at least 2010. However, they never
supplied the alderman concerning spatial planning and housing. Nevertheless, since Almelo is
one of the few cities where the CDA has governed since 2010, the municipality of Almelo will
be used to research the influence of a political climate where utilitarian justice has the upper
hand.
4.3.5.2 Groningen
The municipality of Groningen is situated in the northern part of the Netherlands. Recently, the
municipality has broadened its border beyond the city of Groningen and now consists of the
cities of Groningen, Haren and a few smaller villages and hamlets. Over the past couple of
decades, the citizens of Groningen mostly voted for the PvdA. However, this recently changed
with the upcoming of D66 and GroenLinks. The latter has become the biggest party in the local
council with the last elections. Nonetheless, the PvdA has supplied the alderman concerning
Spatial planning and housing for at least the past 15 years. This means that there is a consistency
in political ideas regarding the built environment. That is why the municipality of Groningen
will be used to research the influence of a political climate where social justice has the upper
hand. In 2019, the municipal borders have changed, but since land use plans take around 8 years
to be executed (STEC Groep, 2018), the old municipal border has been used for the research.
4.5.3.3 Lelystad
The municipality of Lelystad is situated in the middle of the Netherlands, slightly north. It
consists of the city of Lelystad with a few small hamlets and a lot of agricultural lands. It is a
very young municipality, and was officially established in 1980. Since the municipal elections
of 2010, the VVD has been the biggest party in the local council. From the elections of 2014
onwards, they supplied the alderman concerning spatial planning and housing. However, in
2018, spatial planning and housing were separated and two different aldermen were responsible
for these tasks. Even though those were separated, D66, which can like the VVD also be linked
with libertarian justice, supplied the alderman for spatial planning. That is why the municipality
of Lelystad will be used to research the influence of a political climate where libertarian justice
has the upper hand.
4.5.3.4 Nijmegen
The municipality of Nijmegen is situated in the south-east of the Netherlands. It consists of the
city of Nijmegen and Lent, which are separated by the river Waal. Since 2010, the biggest party
in the local council is GroenLinks. In both 2010 and 2018, they supplied the alderman
concerning spatial planning and housing. Only in 2014, the SP supplied this alderman. The
ideas of the SP and GroenLinks are quite similar regarding housing. That is why the
municipality of Nijmegen will be used to research the influence of a political climate where
environmental justice has the upper hand.
4.3.6 Comparison between political climates
To research if the different political climates have an influence on the built environment, the
analytical framework created in sub-question one will be used to compare the four
municipalities with each other. For each municipality, at least two new neighbourhoods have
been researched.
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4.3.6.1 Land use plans
Land use plans are a legal document, which have the same layout in every municipality. There
are rules, an explanation and a determination report. However, the content, especially in the
explanation and rules document, varies from neighbourhood and municipality.
Land use plans should fit the general vision of the municipality over the long term. With the
introduction of the ‘omgevingswet’, all municipalities have to create an ‘omgevingsvisie’ (a
vision for the future of their municipality). Only the municipality of Groningen has created a
final version of their ‘omgevingsvisie’ so far. The other three municipalities are still working
on this ‘omgevingsvisie’, which means that all new neighbourhoods are not yet, or at maximum
partly compliant to this ‘omgevingsvisie’.
In the municipality of Groningen, new neighbourhoods are mostly concentrating within city
boundaries (Gemeente Groningen, 2018). This asks for a more dense method of building new
neighbourhoods. This method does not allow for free interpretation of the land use plan. Since
space is scarce, the land use plan has to be rigid. The project developer has not much room to
deviate from the land use plan. The land use plan is therefore often co-created with the project
developer and architects.
In the municipalities of Almelo and Lelystad, things are quite different. Both municipalities
have much more expansion room around the existing city. This results in larger land use plans,
where plans with more than 500 houses are not uncommon (Gemeente Almelo, n.d.; Gemeente
Lelystad, 2015). The land use plans in these municipalities are more flexible. For example, a
maximum of 500 houses is stated, while the final number of houses might be lower. Exact
numbers are not important for these big areas.
Nijmegen has a rather unique situation. The city of Nijmegen itself is quite full. Only a few
places can be marked as potential places for new neighbourhoods. Often, old buildings have to
be demolished to realise new buildings. In these cases, the land use plans are rigid, since
building in a dense area asks for rigid land use plans. However, around Lent, more groundbounded houses are built within a more open space. Here, the land use plans are larger and
therefore more flexible. This gives more freedom to the project developer.
Another observation is that the municipalities of Almelo and Lelystad choose to give out way
more empty building plots than the municipalities of Nijmegen and Groningen. These building
plots can be used by citizens to build their own house upon. There is often a lot of freedom
when building these houses, resulting in a neighbourhood that has many different building
styles. This asks for a flexible land use plan, where e.g. building styles are not determined.
4.3.6.2 Land policy
Land policies are important for municipalities. The land policy decides if and in what way the
municipality is actively or passively involved in developing the land, and thus the built
environment. However, some municipalities have not updated their land policy document in
the past 10 years. In 2018, more than half of 100 researched municipalities was still using an
old land policy document (Esveld, 2018). Those old land policy documents were either written
during or before the economic crisis, where land policies were different than nowadays.
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The municipalities of Groningen and Nijmegen, however, do have an updated land policy
document (Gemeente Groningen, 2017; Gemeente Nijmegen, 2018). Both of these
municipalities are using the same land policy, namely situation bounded land policies. This
means that the municipality is choosing the best land policy per case. Variations of existing
land policies or even a mix of land policies are not uncommon. Both municipalities claim that
this is not a license for developers to do whatever they want, since the land policy can
theoretically be adapted to their ideas. Before the project starts, it is important to have clear
boundaries and transparency.
Both municipalities only use passive land policies for smaller projects, where the financial risk
is too high. Larger projects are always actively facilitated by the municipalities to have an
influence on the built environment. This means that, even though the official name of the land
policy is situation bounded land policy, most of the time, active land policy is used.
The municipality of Lelystad is updating their land policies to a new 2019 version. The old
version focussed more on active land policy. The municipality had a lot of land in possession,
which makes it logical to use active land policy (Gemeente Lelystad, 2019b). However,
nowadays the municipality is tending to use situation bounded land policies as well (Gemeente
Lelystad, 2019b). Since they still own a lot of land, most of the land will be serviced and actively
developed. Yet, when possible, passive land policies will be used to shift the risks more to the
market.
The municipality of Almelo is also using situation bounded land policies since 2019. However,
where the general rule at first was to have an ‘active land policy, unless…’ has this been
changed into the general rule to have ‘facilitating land policy, unless…’ (Gemeente Almelo,
2018). Due to many purchases of land in the past, the municipality is left with land that is
difficult to sell. That is why the municipality does not want to choose a standard way of land
policy, and will use situation bounded land policies.
4.3.6.3 Land prices
The land prices between municipalities are quite different, as well as the way the land prices
are being calculated. The municipality of Groningen is using two different ways of selling
serviced land. For social housing, they use a standard price of €16,500 per serviced plot for
apartments and €18,000 per serviced plot for ground-bounded single-family homes (Gemeente
Groningen, 2019). The price they ask per plot is far below the costs that the municipality makes
to completely service the land. This means that the municipality is giving the social housing
corporations a subsidy on the land of around €10,000. This is the difference between the price
paid for the land where social housing will be built, and the minimum price when it would have
been sold to the free market (Gemeente Groningen, 2019).
For private rental and owner-occupied houses, the residual method is being used. The land
prices are being determined per location and new neighbourhood. Location is the most
important factor for determining the land prices for the municipality of Groningen. For rental
houses, the municipality creates a fictive V.O.N. price, and the residual method is then used to
determine the land price (Gemeente Groningen, 2019). For owner-occupied houses, the same
rule applies. In general, 10 per cent of the minimum housing price plus an additional €5,000 is
being charged per serviced plot. However, this implicates a minimum land price. On a better
location, this price can be much higher.
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Furthermore, the type of house does also have an influence on the land price. Land prices go
up when a semi-detached or fully detached house is built on the plot instead of a smaller,
terraced house.
The municipality of Lelystad is using the same dichotomy as the municipality of Groningen
does between social housing and private housing. The price per service plot for social rental
houses is €12,384 (Gemeente Lelystad, 2015). The maximum plot size is 140 square meter. For
social owner-occupied houses, the price varies between €13,328 and €18,023, depending on the
V.O.N. price of the house. The rest of the land that is sold to project developers is determined
residual (Gemeente Lelystad, 2015). Empty building plots are sold in a range between €250 and
€350 per square meter, calculated comparative depending on location, type of house and size
of the plot.
The municipality of Almelo is using one standard price range for every serviced plot, namely
between €230 and €302 per square meter excluding VAT for the locations Indië and Almelo
Noordoost (Vehof, Bulthuis, & Beernink, 2017). There is no clear overview or report regarding
land prices of other locations.
The municipality of Nijmegen has no overview or report of the land prices as well. Via email
correspondence, the municipality explained that they are using the residual method to determine
the land price per serviced plot for private rental and owner-occupied houses (see municipality
of Groningen).
4.3.6.4 Location
The location of the neighbourhoods differs highly per municipality. Even though the direct
distance to the city centres does not differ that much, the exact locations are quite different.
Lelystad has enough expansion space around the existing city. This results in two massive new
neighbourhoods which are green and spacious, and include large water elements. In Almelo,
this is the same case. Almelo Noordoost dominates the new build housing market in the
municipality. The neighbourhood is very spacious and green. In both neighbourhoods, social
housing is negligible. Only Warande in Lelystad has around 100 social houses, while the rest
of the new neighbourhoods have none at all.
In Nijmegen, the situation is quite different. Areas with social housing, close to the city centre,
are renovated and are kept as social housing. Nevertheless, in Lent, smaller neighbourhoods
which are still green and spacious are realised. In a new neighbourhood called ‘the Orchard’,
located at the edge of the river Waal, where owner-occupied houses start at a price of almost
€500,000, social housing is also realised. The municipality of Nijmegen has the ambition to
include social housing in every new neighbourhood, regardless of the location.
The municipality of Groningen has this same ambition regarding social houses. The new
neighbourhoods in Groningen are generally denser and therefore less green. Most new
neighbourhoods are situated within the city boundaries and are often arising in places where
old and abandoned buildings used to be. This does not result in disadvantaged places with cheap
houses. The areas are renovated and more expensive houses are built, together with new (social)
rental houses.
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In the neighbourhoods where owner-occupied houses and rental houses are combined, the rental
houses are all put into one corner of the neighbourhood, separated from the owner-occupied
houses. None of the researched neighbourhoods had a mix where owner-occupied houses are
next to or directly opposite to rental or social houses.
4.3.6.5 Sustainability
All municipalities are dealing with climate adaptation and mitigation. The amount of time and
money spent on sustainability varies highly per municipality, and even per neighbourhood.
Most social housing corporations want their buildings to be energy neutral and well isolated.
This is common in every municipality researched.
All municipalities have a general idea about how to become more sustainable in the future,
including interventions in both public and private space. In Groningen, this results in the
statement that in 2035, the whole city wants to be energy neutral (Gemeente Groningen, 2018).
Lelystad wants to achieve these goals already in 2025 (Gemeente Lelystad, 2019a). This also
has an impact on new build houses, which has to be built energy neutral. Nijmegen became the
‘European green capital’ of 2018. This created a big incentive for the whole city, including
citizens, to think about climate adaptation and mitigation. Furthermore, in 2045 the
municipality wants to become climate neutral (Gemeente Nijmegen, 2019). Almelo wants to
reduce its CO2 emissions with 20 per cent in 2020, in comparison to 1990 (Bouwhuis, 2019).
With project-based neighbourhoods, the municipality can negotiate with the housing developers
to what extent the houses are sustainable. The municipality can demand certain aspects of
sustainability to be standard included in the new houses. With empty building plots, where the
owners can decide what kind of house they built, it is harder to demand certain sustainability
aspects. This difference is seen between Almelo/Lelystad and Groningen/Nijmegen. In
Buitenhof (Lelystad) and Almelo Noordoost, where people can design their own house, no
sustainability rules are present. In Groningen and Nijmegen, where more project-based
neighbourhoods are built by housing developers, more sustainability rules are present.
4.3.7 Scenarios versus real-life
The scenarios created in sub-question 2 (see: 4.2 Sub-question 2: How will a new
neighbourhood look like concerning different political climates?) will be used to compare the
real-life neighbourhoods in the different municipalities order to see whether or not these are
similar to each other.
4.3.7.1 Almelo
The municipality of Almelo is used in this research as a municipality that is expected to use
utilitarian justice, since the CDA is often the biggest party. Looking back at the scenario for
utilitarian justice, the main conclusion is that the new neighbourhood should mainly consist out
of ground-bounded houses within a price range of €150,000 and €300,000, including some
social houses. Furthermore, one would expect club city characteristics.
The new neighbourhoods in Almelo do consist mainly of ground-bounded houses. The
neighbourhood Almelo Noordoost is built at the edge of the city in a green area. However, the
type of house and the price of the houses is far from the same as in the scenario. Most new
houses are designed by the owners themselves. Empty building plots are sold by the
municipality, and only a few houses are developed by housing developers.
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The other difference is the price. All project-based houses exceed the price of €300,000. The
empty building plots are sold for at least €200,000 while the house still has to be constructed
and designed. New social housing is non-existent.
The neighbourhood called Indië is much more in line with the scenarios. More project-based,
ground-bounded houses will be built in later stages. These houses will be in line with the
expected price category. However, the higher income group is also targeted by giving, once
again, the possibility to buy an empty building plot and design and built their own house.
The new neighbourhoods in Almelo do correspond with club city characteristics. The new
neighbourhoods are mainly built for one specific type of people, namely rich people. The
neighbourhoods are built in such a way that the club-city emerges. It might not be as obvious
as a gated community, but Almelo Noordoost is separated by water from the rest of the city,
and there are only a few ways in or out of the neighbourhood. Big signs with the name of the
neighbourhood arise at the border. Even though it is possible to go into the neighbourhood and
use the urban space within it, one might feel too uncomfortable since social control will be high.
The social interaction will be limited to the same kind of people since all houses are similar to
each other. Simultaneously, the neighbourhoods can also be linked with the private city. The
individual plots and scattered houses around a large area fit with the private city as well.
4.3.7.2 Groningen
The municipality of Groningen is used in this research as a municipality that is expected to use
social justice, since the PvdA is supplying the alderman concerning spatial development and
housing. Looking back at the scenario for utilitarian justice, the main conclusion is that the new
neighbourhoods should be liveable for everyone in society. Furthermore, one would expect
public city characteristics.
The municipality of Groningen is creating quite diverse neighbourhoods. Many different new
neighbourhoods are focussed on a specific group, or neighbourhoods that have a mix of
different target groups. Some people might not be able to live within a specific neighbourhood,
but there are many other options within the municipality. However, this does not mean that the
division between ‘cheap’ and ‘expensive’ houses is equal. Most new houses that are built are
above the price of €300,000 and are not rental houses for the low and middle-income group, or
social houses.
New neighbourhoods like the Oosterparkkwartier and De Meeuwen show these highly mixed
neighbourhoods. All sorts of houses are mixed and range from social housing to owneroccupied houses that can reach beyond the €310,000 marker. Like in all municipalities, not all
new neighbourhoods do correspond very well with the scenarios, like Engelse Kamp, which is
more in line with a libertarian just neighbourhood.
The new neighbourhoods in Groningen do mostly correspond with social city characteristics.
The new neighbourhoods are constructed in such a way that the urban areas around the houses
are accessible for everyone, while the land use is not pre-determined. Often, the urban space
lies between the different houses or in the middle of the neighbourhood. When urban space is
not situated in the neighbourhood itself, the surrounding areas offer enough urban space to go
to.
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4.3.7.3 Lelystad
The municipality of Lelystad is used in this research as a municipality that is expected to use
libertarian justice, since the VVD is often the biggest party. When looking back at the scenario
for libertarian justice, one can see is that the government should intervene as little as possible.
At first sight, it seems that the municipality is using this strategy. There are many empty plots
sold directly to people who want to live in the neighbourhoods, while there are some small
spaces in the neighbourhood that will be reserved for social housing. However, when taking a
closer look, the actual neighbourhoods do have many constraints and differences with the
scenario. First of all, the empty building plots are being serviced and sold by the municipality,
and thus the whole area is not sold to the highest bidder. Second, there are many rules about
how the houses should look like in the neighbourhood (Arcus Zuid Projectontwikkeling, 2017).
It is not possible to ‘just build a house’ however the buyer wants. Third, the type of house is
often pre-determined per building plot. A buyer cannot decide to build a semi-detached house,
while the plan for that specific lot is to build a detached house. Last, there are new
neighbourhoods where the houses will be pre-build, which means that there is no freedom
whatsoever (Arcus Zuid Projectontwikkeling, 2017).
The new neighbourhoods in Lelystad do correspond with private city characteristics. The
houses on the empty plots are all designed individually by the owner, be it with some
prescriptions. The plots themselves are scattered around the huge area in which the new
neighbourhood is constructed. Since large neighbourhoods without urban spaces are nonexistent in Lelystad, the neighbourhoods also correspond with club city characteristics. The
neighbourhoods do have urban spaces which are accessible for everyone, but the
neighbourhood is designed in such a way that only the residents will make use of the urban
spaces.
4.3.7.4 Nijmegen
The municipality of Nijmegen is used in this research as a municipality that is expected to use
environmental justice, since GroenLinks has become the biggest party. When looking back at
the scenario for environmental justice, the main conclusion is that the environmental burden
should not be pushed upon one specific group of people. Furthermore, the type of houses that
will be mainly built are mainly the same as with social justice. This is because social parties are
often left-wing, which includes environmental political parties as well.
Looking at the new neighbourhoods in Nijmegen, not much of this scenario stands. The new
neighbourhoods are not specifically greener or do not have specific rules and regulations to
reduce toxic gasses or equally distributing the environmental burden. The strategy of the
municipality does look more like social justice. For many different people in society, it should
be possible to buy or rent a house in the new neighbourhoods. There are enough new social
houses and private rental houses are also available. However, what does stand out is that the
price range of the owner-occupied houses is reaching astonishing numbers, even up to 1,5
million euros for a penthouse. Most houses do exceed the price of €300,000, which means that,
in the end, the new neighbourhoods are mostly built for people with a higher than average
income.
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The new neighbourhoods in Nijmegen do correspond with common city characteristics. A great
example is the neighbourhood called Lents Buiten, and especially the area ‘Orchard’. The
houses are situated at the edge of an orchard, while the orchard is still accessible for everyone.
The usage of the land is quite clear, which means that the subtractability of the orchard is high.
Other neighbourhoods in Nijmegen do not have such a clear example, but houses are often
placed at the edge of a common green space in the middle, which is accessible for everyone,
while the usage of that green space has to be consulted with the rest of the neighbourhood.
4.3.8 Conclusion
It can be concluded that there are differences between the neighbourhoods within the four
municipalities.
The municipality of Almelo is mainly selling empty building plots where citizens design and
build their own house. The land use plans are therefore flexible. The land policies are rather
facilitating than active, while the land prices are fixed at a certain bandwidth. The new
neighbourhoods are mainly at the edge of the city, and sustainable modifications are only
guaranteed to be present in the project-based neighbourhoods. While club city characteristics
are present in the neighbourhoods, the neighbourhoods can also be appointed as private cities.
The municipality of Groningen is mainly building project-based neighbourhoods. These
neighbourhoods are diverse to make sure that all different income groups can buy a house in
the municipality. The land use plans are therefore rigid. Land policies are active, while the land
prices are determined residually. New neighbourhoods arise within the city’s borders, often on
locations where old and abandoned buildings were situated. Public city characteristics are
present in many neighbourhoods, although they can also be appointed as common cities.
The municipality of Lelystad is mainly selling empty building plots where citizens design and
build their own house, although there are more rules concerning the design of the houses. The
land use plans are therefore flexible, but more rigid than in Almelo. The land policies are active
due to decisions made in the past, while the land prices are determined residual or comparative.
The new neighbourhoods are mainly at the edge of the city. While private city characteristics
are highly present in the neighbourhoods, the neighbourhoods can also be appointed as club
cities or common cities.
The municipality of Nijmegen is mainly building project-based neighbourhoods. The
neighbourhoods are diverse, with the inclusion of social houses in every neighbourhood. The
land use plans are rigid or more flexible, depending on location. Land policies are situation
bounded, but often active due to decisions made in the past. Land prices are determined
residually. The new neighbourhoods are mostly situated around Lent, while a few spots within
the city centre are redeveloped. Sustainability rules are highly present in project-based
neighbourhoods. Common city characteristics fit many neighbourhoods within the
municipality. Urban space is located within the neighbourhood, while not inaccessible for
people outside the neighbourhood.
What makes it difficult to appoint a certain type of city to a neighbourhood is the fact that the
Netherlands is very moderate. True club cities such as gated communities or true private cities
are non-existent. Most neighbourhoods mainly have common city characteristics, since no
neighbourhood is truly locked-down, while urban space is present and often has a specific use
(e.g. children's playground or nature). Houses are located around an urban area.
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4.4 Sub-question 4: To what extent is the political climate the
reason behind the built environment?
To answer this sub-question, four different interviews with aldermen have been held. These
interviews will give an insight to what extent the political climate is the reason behind the built
environment.
4.4.1 Municipality of Almelo
The representative of the municipality of Almelo is the alderman Jan Martin van Rees. Van
Rees is member of the local political party Lokaal Almelo Samen (LAS), and has the political
portfolio concerning spatial planning and housing. Van Rees thinks that it is more difficult to
put local political parties under a certain political climate, since they emerge from “a frustration
towards the established order […] The reason for creating a local political party is not an
ideology. It emerges from an annoyance towards the national parties and their way of
operating”.
The city of Almelo has a rich history concerning the textile industry. Even until the end of the
60s, the factories were still running. This resulted in the fact that most of the city of Almelo
consisted of workers’ houses were the factory workers lived in. These are relatively cheap and
small houses, and are still inhabited nowadays. This created a similar situation as in Lelystad.
The cheaper houses attracted a lower income group, which do bring certain ‘problems’ with
them into the city. “Due to the fact that we have a weak social structure, […], we also have a
disproportionately large appeal to all sorts of care facilities”. In order to create a more balanced
demographic into Almelo, the municipality decided to focus on building new neighbourhoods
that attract a higher income group. “We have an unbalanced housing stock, so we want less
social houses and more owner-occupied houses, and we want to attract better-paid people into
the city”. This is done by creating neighbourhoods that often exists out of empty building plots
where people are able to design and build their own house. The new neighbourhood of Almelo
Noord-Oost is a good example of the new strategy of the municipality. Around 600 empty
building plots are sold where the buyers have almost complete freedom to design and build their
own house. Furthermore, an old industrial area close to the city centre is transformed into a new
neighbourhood, where there is also the possibility to buy an empty building plot. This is purely
done to attract richer people into the municipality of Almelo.
This new strategy did have the wanted result. A lot of new people, especially within the highincome group, have moved into the city of Almelo. “Semi-detached houses and empty building
plots of 500 to 600 square meters are selling like crazy […] I am not worried about that”. The
problem which the municipalities in the western part of the Netherlands have with starters and
the middle-income group, for who it is almost impossible to find a suitable house, is not
applicable for the municipality of Almelo. This is because the old workers’ houses are still
being inhabited and are sold relatively cheap, well in range for the lower and middle-income
group. That is why the municipality decided to not build any houses that are specially
designated for the middle-income group. “If you want to buy a house in Almelo between
€125,000 and €225,000, it is easily doable”.
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There are some external factors that do have an influence on the built environment in Almelo.
First, due to sustainability requirements, most new houses and buildings do not have a gas
connection anymore. “Because of building the new houses without a gas connection, an
obligation that we impose, these houses are becoming more expensive”. The second external
factor that has an influence on the built environment is that there is still a count living in Almelo,
whose family owns a lot of land in and around the city. The count and his family are not willing
to sell their land to the municipality or housing developers. This resulted in some difficulties
concerning the location of new neighbourhoods. “What should have happened according to me
is that the Nijrees was fully built up. However, that is not possible since that is land that the
count owns”. It would have been more logical to build the neighbourhood of Almelo NoordOost in the south of Almelo, in order to improve access into the neighbourhood, since the south
of Almelo lies close to the highway.
Van Rees does agree with the kind of houses that are being built at this moment. He sees the
need for more expensive houses in the municipality in order to create a better division between
low, middle and high-income groups in the municipality. However, if he would have the
exclusive right to build the houses in the municipality, he would build different kinds of houses.
He believes more in communities and sharing cars, common rooms and other stuff, which
should also be part of a solution to tackle the loneliness of elderly and singles.
4.4.2 Municipality of Groningen
4.4.2.1 City councillor from the PvdA, Maarten van der Laan
Maarten van der Laan has been a city councillor for the last six years. He is a member of the
PvdA, because it fitted “best in the way how I see the world, and what I think is a fair
organization of society”. He is the spokesman concerning Spatial Planning, housing and
security.
Van der Laan sees that there is a problem with the housing market in Groningen. “There is a
housing crisis. There are simply not enough houses”. The fact is that there are new houses being
built at the moment. “I see as a city councillor that we are building many new houses. And the
wish from the politics is […] that they want more houses, more affordable houses”. “I think
that we are building in the correct way. Inner-city building is part of that. Groningen always
has had a belief in the building style of the ‘intense city’”. However, that does not mean that
there are no flaws within the policies. “Personally, I think that we have to focus policy-wise on
real high-rise buildings”. Furthermore, the fact that the inner-city development is happening,
makes sense to Van der Laan. “You can see that at some places the older functions are
disappearing. And given the growth of the city and the demand for houses, it is logical that we
put houses at those areas”. “I think, due to the fact that we have less space, we have to”.
The city council is involved in many different aspects of the construction of the city, but more
in a general sense. “With land prices, were are not really involved. We are in a general sense,
[…], and we do get to see every land use plan”. These land use plans are important, since they
dictate what will happen in that certain neighbourhood. “On street level, you see the land use
plan in action, but before that, a lot has been going on… With the ‘Next City’, de ‘Woonvisie’,
that kind of documents, the big outlines are determined. In that way, we (the city council) can
tell the aldermen if we think it is a good idea or not”.
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The PvdA has a clear standpoint regarding the land policies. “We are in favour that the
municipality is using active land policies, […]since it is easier to steer at that moment. There
are risks attached to using active land polices. D66, for example, does not want to take those
risks”. Van der Laan can be brief about the fact that the land policy has been changed from
active land policy to situation bounded land policy. “That was obliged by D66. They were the
biggest party before the elections of 2018”.
For the PvdA, social housing is an important theme. “I think that this is visible in the fact that
we are against ghetto formation, against segregation, and preferably making the new
neighbourhoods mixed. Thus no sanctuary for the poor or the rich, but living next to each other”.
However, this is sometimes difficult to realise. “Especially when you look at owner-occupied
houses, because if you built a house, the market will determine the price. I think that, […], for
inner-city expansion, it is difficult to accomplish this mix, since you are often developing one
small block”. If the PvdA would have the possibility to create neighbourhoods the way they
want it to be, there will be a good mix. “I have filed a motion, […], which states that you must
have 30 per cent social housing, and then have to think carefully about an equal ratio of different
types of houses, rental and owner-occupied”.
Having a PvdA alderman responsible for housing and spatial planning is important, but not the
most important thing. “The alderman is the person who is creating the general way of working.
But this does not mean that, because Roeland (van der Schaaf) is part of the aldermen, there are
red roses everywhere in the Noorderplantsoen. We do have a certain principle, a certain
ideology, but in the end we are working on creating nice neighbourhoods and a nice city”.
Last, external factors do play a role in the housing development of Groningen. “[…] according
to us, the tax on social housing corporations can be abolished tomorrow. I think that you notice
those things immediately, but at the same time, there are many factors that the national
government cannot control. Then you are talking about the construction costs, not enough
workers in the construction sector, shortage of materials. On a small scale, we are doing
whatever we can to speed up the process”.
4.4.2.2 City Architect Jeroen de Willigen
The city architect Jeroen de Willigen is appointed by the municipality. Not all municipalities
have a city architect, and it is not an official title. Even though it is called a city architect, the
whole municipality is under his jurisdiction. In Groningen, the city architect has four different
tasks he can fulfil:
1. Giving advice to the mayor and alderman. The alderman regarding spatial planning and
housing in Groningen is Van der Schaaf. Officially, the city architect is a civil servant
that works for the alderman.
2. Guarding the quality. The city architect is responsible for guarding the quality of houses
and buildings. This means that all new-build neighbourhoods have to be approved by
the city architect in order to be built. Quality checks can relate to aesthetics but also to
traffic flows.
3. Chairman of the welfare committee. This committee checks whether plans fit within the
environment. Furthermore, the committee checks if the plan is following the laws set
by the municipality.
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4. Leading the debate about the built environment. The city architect has an important role
in leading the debate about the built environment. He is a regular guest on symposia and
is interviewed often by local newspapers. He is allowed to say anything he wants,
without approval from the alderman.
The housing market in Groningen is quite a complex one. This is due to many different factors,
of which the problems arising from extracting natural gas from the gas fields below Groningen
and the general economy are the two important ones. “In Groningen, the effects of economic
depression are always bigger than in the rest of the Netherlands”. Whenever there is less
economic prosperity everywhere in the Netherlands, it will be even worse in the municipality
of Groningen, while recovering from an economic crisis takes longer than in other regions. This
results in the fact that big housing developers have sold their shares in the northern part of the
Netherlands. “AM has sold everything above Zwolle to VanWonen, BPD has retracted from
the municipality, the same goes for VolkerWessels, and you can see that it takes a long time
before they return”. This resulted in the fact that the construction of new houses was slowed
down tremendously. The problems arising from natural gas extraction slowed the construction
of new houses even further. However, not only the private sector had a hard time within the
housing market. “The corporations […] They were not allowed anymore to execute many of
their original tasks. And for everything they were allowed to execute, there was almost no
money available since that was taken away from them”.
The municipality is doing a lot to secure enough houses in Groningen. There are many big plans
that are being developed at the moment, but all within the city boundaries. “Almost all of the
big projects are being pulled by the municipality, while in the same time many investments are
done in order to achieve enough planning capacity”. These new neighbourhoods will not have
a mono-functional function, but will be a big mix of housing, offices and public facilities.
“Where the function will be housing, we will try to make it as much differentiated as possible
in different categories. This means that there can be social houses, but also reasonable priced
houses, and also expensive houses.”
Since the city council has almost always been a left-wing council, the municipality owns a lot
of ground. “[…] they do not have not much faith in the market in the way that the market can
help you solving your problems”. “The idea that you as a governmental organisation have to
pull your area development and also have to have control over it, […], has to do, I think, with
the left-wing background the municipality has”. This does often result in the fact that the
municipality owns a lot of land. Instruments like land prices are not fully used to steer the built
environment. “We do not really steer, at least I have not really seen it, with land prices. We just
look at where we can maximize profit without losing the market”.
Housing developers are sometimes able to file an idea to the municipality about building new
houses in a certain area. However, this does not mean that the housing developers determine
what will be built in that area. “The municipality always has to alter the land use plan […] It
will never be the case that a housing developer will knock on the municipality’s door and asks
the municipality to create a land use plan for them […] I think that you have more influence as
a municipality when you have to alter the land use plan than when you give the housing
developers more space […] I am in favour of a very tight land use plan”.
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The coalition within the city council is very important for what happens within the municipality.
Between 2014 and 2018, the left-wing parties PvdA and GroenLinks formed a coalition with
the right-wing parties D66 and VVD. “It was notable during that coalition that, not per se the
market, but the entrepreneurs were given more space to, for example, use the public space”.
However, the built environment did not give many reasons for friction within the coalition.
“Everyone does quite agree with each other. That is the advantage of a crisis or a lack of houses,
that many people agree with each other rather quickly”.
The challenges for the municipality lie in a few aspects. First, since the municipality wants to
build within the city borders. “This coalition has decided to develop only within the municipal
borders […] This makes it more complicated, but will result in better quality.” Furthermore,
many more people want to buy a house close to the city centre. “Many people want to buy a
house not only in the expansion areas, but also closer to the city, whether or not they have a
family”. “The other thing that is important is that we have to build more houses for one-person
and two-person households. But only those who are above 35 years and older. That can give an
interesting mix”.
4.4.3 Municipality of Lelystad
The representatives of the municipality of Lelystad for this interview were the alderman Peter
Schot and land price specialist Paul de Jonge. Schot is member of the political party D66 and
is the alderman concerning spatial development and the Omgevinswet. Since Lelystad has a
very fragmented coalition with six coalition parties, housing and spatial development have been
separated. Schot has been chosen to interview. D66 and the VVD, who was originally chosen
for the municipality of Lelystad, can both be placed under libertarian justice.
Lelystad is quite a unique city. Due to the fact that the city is only 50 years old, the way the city
is planned differs from other cities. “Since we are a new city, we can create massive plots and
then put a management plan on it”. Due to movement of a large lower-income class group to
Almere and Lelystad in the early 80s, a lot of cheap houses and apartments have been built
around the city centre. “[…] the low-income group was probably forced due to their budget.
And in the 80s especially, where there was almost subsidized migration from the larger cities
to live in Lelystad”. “The forecasted growth has always lacked behind, and therefore we have
a few issues in which we are lacking behind, and are therefore receiving financial support from
the national government”.
The municipality of Lelystad has therefore decided to change their vision and is now actively
steering towards the more expensive segment of housing and the higher income group those
houses attract. “We are busy creating our growth plans, and are steering to a different type of
housing. Politically, […], Warande and Buitenhof […] are obviously created for the higher
income group, from the thought that there is enough for the middle-income group, what in my
opinion is the lower-income group is”. This is mainly done by advertising their locational
benefits and by choosing the locations of the new neighbourhoods carefully.
Lelystad has a lot of space to expand outwards. “[…] we do have, relatively, a lot of space”.
However, Lelystad faces the same problem with the middle-class income group as the rest of
the Netherlands. Most new houses are detached houses or semi-detached houses with a lot of
land around them. “We do have a lot of those houses indeed, and also quite some empty building
plots.”
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Land prices are fixed within a certain range, namely between €250,- and €350,- per square
meter. This means that the land prices are not mainly used to steer certain types of houses into
a certain location. “We do look at different locations and see whether they are good or bad
locations, and can give those locations different prices, but we do not necessarily use this
mechanism to steer (certain neighbourhoods into a certain location)”. However, it is agreed
upon that this does result in the fact that the middle-class income group does not have many
choices regarding houses in the municipality of Lelystad, especially not within the new build
neighbourhoods. “[…] from the analyses it is seen that the middle-class income group, which
is 1,5 à 2 times an average income, and not 3 or 4 times, that is something we should not forget”.
The political influence on the new build neighbourhoods is both high and low at the same time.
There are many political choices about the new neighbourhoods, where they will be built, for
whom and what kind of land prices have to be charged for these plots. However, it seems that
many of these choices are highly influenced by external factors that play an important role
during the decision making. “That is also one of the consequences of a big coalition […]”. “We
have a lot of social housing and quick-built houses […] We did have a lot of inflow in that
segment, and we are now trying to straighten out the city in the sense that the proportions
between social and others has to be in balance. Because it does have an effect on the city”. “You
know all the factors, but you cannot have an influence on all factors, and you never know what
is being done by the others at the same moment”.
The alderman is content with the way that the new neighbourhoods are being built nowadays.
He likes the fact that the municipality is building more expensive and bigger houses, in order
to attract the higher class income group. “I think we will continue to search in this line, […],
and that specific neighbourhood has a large variation of owner-occupied houses with limited
rental houses, and that is a really nice neighbourhood to have”. If he, or his political party D66,
would have the exclusive right to determine how the new neighbourhoods in Lelystad would
like, he would leave it as it is done nowadays.
4.4.4 Municipality of Nijmegen
Marieke Smit is part of the city council of Nijmegen. She is the spokesman concerning city
development and housing, and refugees and animal welfare. She is in the city council for two
years now, for the political party of GroenLinks, since her biggest motive is “the injustice and
inequality in this world”.
The municipality of Nijmegen is building a lot of new houses. The plan is to build around
11.000 houses in the coming years. “But this is definitely not enough, there is a huge shortage,
even though we are building like crazy”. Especially Nijmegen Noord is being used as a location
to build new neighbourhoods, mainly “due to the fact that before the economic crisis, a lot of
ground has been bought. At a certain moment, you want to develop those areas”. The areas that
are being developed at this moment are quite diverse according to Smit. “We are aiming for a
combination of social housing and owner-occupied houses in different price categories”. With
a mandatory division of 40 per cent social housing and 60 per cent other types of houses in new
neighbourhoods, the aim is to build more affordable houses. There are a few exceptional and
innovative housing projects like Iewan and Plantjevlag.
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That the market concerning houses is quite dominant, makes steering neighbourhoods into a
certain direction sometimes quite difficult. “As a municipality, you have limited steering
options.” The municipality of Nijmegen wants to build cheaper houses, but “when we noticed
that you have to spend a lot of money to create these cheaper houses, and these houses are sold
within a year for 100.000 euro extra, you have to ask yourself where your priority lies”. That is
why they want to focus more on the middle-rent category houses, and will try to subsidise these
with lower land prices. Furthermore, the construction costs are very high at this moment,
causing the construction of cheap houses to be complicated, and the municipality has “limited
steering options” to reduce these costs. In the end, the municipality “works well together with
the market. You do need each other I think.”
The analysis of this thesis shows that the right-wing municipalities have more space for building
a house to the wishes of the buyer. Something that is happening in Nijmegen on a smaller scale.
“I do not think that this is per se something that can be linked to right-wing parties. Perhaps it
is liberal.” “This is also because you put the market offside, you do not get a landlord or a
project developer, since people can do it themselves.” “Again, I do not believe that it is rightwing per se. It might depend on the way that it is done.”
Since GroenLinks is a ‘green’ party, and Nijmegen a green municipality, one might expect more
subsidies and rules about sustainable houses. “We steer a lot regarding sustainability, we are
actively working on it. There are a lot of rules coming from the national government, but we
also have more of our own policies because we want to […] So yes, I assume we do more in
the area of sustainability than other municipalities.” The fact that these extra rules regarding
sustainability are more expensive, are covered with different subsidies. “There are different
funds for that. It has been written down in the coalition agreement that a big amount of money
will be put in those funds.” For GroenLinks, the rules regarding sustainability from the national
government cannot go too far. “According to us, this is a good thing, and we want to comply to
these rules, and if necessary we will sharpen the rules even more.” Examples of these rules are
a new initiative called ‘nature inclusive construction’, the fact that every 300 meters there must
be high-quality green spaces and that they are working on light-pollution from high-rise
buildings.
The creation of land use plans is not the start of a neighbourhood. “We never start with a land
use plan. We first have an ambition document, we create ‘beeldskwaliteitsnormen’.” First, the
development is discussed before the land use plan is created. “The land use pan itself is often
not a surprise anymore. I think this is a good way of working. Once the land use plan is up for
voting […] you do not have to change many things within the sketches. It is nice that you know
what you want to build in advance.” This does not mean that making changes is totally
impossible when the land use plan is done. “You can always correct things if it does disappoint
a bit in the end […] I think that saves a lot of work and a lot of trouble.”
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4.4.5 Conclusion
The interviews give a great overview of the reasons behind certain political decisions, which
have an influence on the built environment. Some decisions are made based on external factors
or decisions made in the past. Lelystad and Almelo are both focusing on the higher income
group. This is a political decision based on the history of the municipalities. Both municipalities
have a disproportional share of citizens in the lower income group. To straighten this out,
massive neighbourhoods with large houses and empty building plots are constructed, while
buyers have a lot of freedom on their individual plot, created especially for the higher income
group. The market also plays an important role in both municipalities. Government interference
is limited where possible. External factors such as the count in Almelo or the amount of space
Lelystad has to expand their city do influence the political decisions.
The municipalities of Groningen and Nijmegen have quite a different history. Both are big cities
where all layers of society live. There is no need to lure a specific group of people into the
municipality. This means that the neighbourhoods are more diverse. Furthermore, since both
municipalities are left oriented, the social housing is included in every neighbourhood. This is
a clear political choice. Both municipalities are in favour of using active land policies and
actively steering the built environment with it. Nijmegen does have a lot of extra rules
concerning building sustainable houses, including a lot of subsidies and other mechanisms to
steer the built environment towards a more sustainable one.
Other external factors play a big role in every municipality. The rising building costs and the
nitrogen crisis are both influencing the built environment today. Furthermore, the housing
shortage is putting a huge pressure on all the municipalities to build enough houses in the
coming years.
The scenarios were discussed during the interviews via the question how the alderman or
representative would create new neighbourhoods in the future. In Lelystad, this answer was in
line with the scenarios. The alderman wants to continue the way they have been building
neighbourhoods the last years. These neighbourhoods are in line with libertarian just
neighbourhoods. In Almelo, the vision of the alderman is less in line with the scenarios. He
wants to keep building more expensive houses, while there is more demand for cheaper houses.
The characteristics of club cities however are still present in the future plans of the alderman.
The city council member of Groningen also wants to continue building the way they are doing
now, be it with more high-rise buildings. He beliefs the municipality of Groningen is building
in the right way, which is in line with social just neighbourhoods. In Nijmegen, the local council
member is happy that the percentage of social houses agreed upon is indeed seen in the new
build neighbourhoods. Furthermore, sustainability within the neighbourhoods, as well as green
areas, do indeed have more priority in Nijmegen as expected with the scenarios.
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5. Conclusion
This thesis aimed to research what the influence of different political climates on the built
environment is in a municipality. Based on literature research, qualitative research and
analysing different municipalities, where the neighbourhoods were the research units, this thesis
has shown that the influence of different political climates on the built environment in a
municipality is very complex, and cannot be described in one sentence.
Different methods were used to research the influence of different political climates on the built
environment in a municipality. First, an analytical framework, consisting of indicators for
political influence on the built environment, was deducted from the planning triangle. Second,
four different scenarios were made. This was done by using four different concepts of justice
that were linked to four types of cities. The scenarios exist of four components, namely the
division of the large plot into smaller plots, the type of houses, layout of the infrastructure and
urban areas. Third, plan analyses were executed on different new neighbourhoods within four
different municipalities. The four municipalities were chosen through two criteria, namely that
the municipality has to be a member of the G40 and that the four municipalities should all
represent a different political climate, and thus a different concept of justice. Next, new
neighbourhoods were analysed based on the analytical framework deducted from the planning
triangle. Both the neighbourhood and land use plan cannot be older than 15 years. It would have
been optimal if three characteristics, which are size, number of houses and the obtainability of
land use plans, would have been the same. Last, semi-structured interviews were conducted.
These interviews were held with either the aldermen, city council members or a city architect
from the four different municipalities.
Many different theories were used to create a basis for the research. First, the Trias Politica
shows the separation between the legislative, executive and judicial power. In the Netherlands,
both on the municipal, provincial and national level, this separation is present. Second, the
legitimacy of spatial planning applies to the same logic which legitimizes government
intervention, since planning is a subset of government intervention. The concept of legitimacy
is inherently political. Third, the planning triangle provides a basis to the analytical framework
which consist of indicators for political influence on the built environment. The triangle is
distinguished into an object, process and context component. Fourth, four different concepts
show that there are different ways to think about justice. Utilitarian justice (the greatest
happiness principle), libertarian justice (minimal interference from a government), social
justice (the case for equality) and environmental justice (human rights and the politics of the
environment) all show a different way of thinking about justice. Last, the typology of economic
goods is used as an introduction to the four types of cities, which are the private city, the
common city, the club city and the public city. By linking the four types of cities as described
by Hartmann and Jehling (2018) to the four concepts of justice, the four types of cities are used
as a tool to create physical differences between the four concepts of justice in the scenarios.
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Four sub-questions were introduced to answer the main research question of this thesis.
The first sub-question was: what are indicators of political influence on the built environment?
From the planning triangle, five indicators were deducted. From the object component, which
includes locational characteristics, the indicator location is deducted. The location of a new
neighbourhood can be highly decisive for the type of houses that will be built. Left-wing parties
are expected to put social houses in every new neighbourhood, regarding the location, while
right-wing parties are less inclined to do this.
From the process component, which are the different processes that occur during the creation
of a new neighbourhood, the indicator land policy can be deducted. Different types of land
policies have different risks, instruments and different roles for the stakeholders. By using a
certain type of land policy, the built environment can be steered by the municipality. Active
land policies are more used by left-wing political parties, while passive land policies are more
used by right-wing political parties. From the context component, which are the prerequisites
in which the object and project are being realised, three indicators are deducted, namely land
use plans, land prices and sustainability. Land usage has to correspond with the land use plans.
Land use plans are the documents where all rules concerning a specific area are bundled. By
using either fixed or rigid land use plans, the built environment can be steered by the
municipality. Next, land prices can be determined in different ways, stimulating certain land
uses. The residual and comparative method are the most commonly used. Last, applying
sustainability into neighbourhoods can differ highly per case. Municipalities can give loans or
subsidies to residents, or impose strict rules regarding sustainable options, steering the built
environment in a certain direction. Thus, the indicators of political influence on the built
environment are land use plans, land policies, land prices, location and sustainability.
The second sub-question was: how will a new neighbourhood look like concerning different
political climates? This was answered by creating four scenarios of fictional neighbourhoods.
Every scenario represented one concept of justice, linked with one of the four types of cities.
For utilitarian justice, the neighbourhood must be created in such a way that the majority of the
Netherlands would be happy to live in this neighbourhood. This means ground-bounded houses,
close to a larger city and a green ambience present in the neighbourhood. The price must not
exceed €310,000 and enough social housing must be present. Last, the neighbourhood is set up
in such a way that it has the characteristics of a club city. For libertarian justice, the
neighbourhood is created without coherence. The plot is divided into many individual plots,
where owners have the full freedom to build the type of house they desire. The neighbourhood
will not have any coherence with the areas around it. The neighbourhood is set up in such a way
that it has the characteristics of a private city, where urban space is limited to the roads
connecting the individual plots. For social justice, the neighbourhood is created by using the
veil of ignorance. This means that everyone from society should be able to live in this
neighbourhood reasonably. Not only social housing is built, but bigger houses and apartments
as well. The urban space is located in the middle of the neighbourhood and accessible for
everyone, and the neighbourhood has the characteristic of a public city. Last, for environmental
justice, the neighbourhood is created in such a way that the burden of negative environmental
impact is shared among the whole neighbourhood equally. The type of houses are similar to the
social just neighbourhood, since both can be linked with left-wing politics. Strict rules will be
imposed by the municipality regarding sustainable options. The neighbourhood will have the
characteristics of a common city, where the urban space is accessible by everyone, but often
has a clear purpose.
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The third sub-question was: what are differences in new neighbourhoods due to the political
climate present in municipalities? First, four case municipalities were analysed. The case
municipalities were Almelo, representing utilitarian justice, Groningen, representing social
justice, Lelystad, representing libertarian justice and Nijmegen, representing environmental
justice. There are differences between neighbourhoods in the four municipalities. The
municipality of Almelo is mainly selling empty building plots where citizens design and build
their own house, which cost over €310,000. The municipality of Groningen is mainly building
project-based neighbourhoods.
These neighbourhoods are diverse to make sure that all different income groups can buy a house
in the municipality. The municipality of Lelystad is mainly selling empty building plots where
citizens design and build their own house, although there are more rules concerning the design
of the houses than in Almelo. The municipality of Nijmegen is mainly building project-based
neighbourhoods. The neighbourhoods are diverse, with the inclusion of social houses in every
neighbourhood. Certain characteristics of the four types of cities are present in different
neighbourhoods, but not as clear as expected.
The fourth sub-question was: to what extent are the different political climates the reason
behind the built environment? By conducting five different interviews, the reasons behind
political decisions were traced. Aldermen of Almelo and Lelystad were interviewed, while for
Groningen and Nijmegen, city council members were interviewed. In addition, the city architect
of the municipality of Groningen was also interviewed. The interviews give a great overview
of the reasons behind certain political decisions, which have an influence on the built
environment. Some decisions are made based on external factors or decisions made in the past.
Lelystad and Almelo are both focusing on the higher income group. This is a political decision
based on the history of the municipalities. The municipalities of Groningen and Nijmegen have
quite a different history. Both are big cities where all layers of society live. There is no need to
lure a specific group of people into the municipality. This means that the neighbourhoods are
more diverse. There are however many decisions that are based on political ideas. Certain types
of land policies and the use of rigid or flexible land use plans are clear political decisions.
Creating e.g. sustainable neighbourhoods has more priority in the municipality of Nijmegen,
and they are actively steering neighbourhoods into a certain sustainable direction. Other
external factors play a big role in every municipality. The rising building costs and the nitrogen
crisis are both influencing the built environment today. Furthermore, the housing shortage is
putting huge pressure on all the municipalities to build enough houses in the coming years.
By answering all four sub-questions, the main research question can be answered. The main
research question was: what is the influence of different political climates on the built
environment in a municipality? This thesis has shown that this influence of different political
climates is present within the built environment. Political decisions regarding the five indicators
are made based on the political ideas of those in power. Differences in e.g. land policies or land
use plans have an influence on the built environment. The plan analysis of different
neighbourhoods show that the neighbourhoods do look different from each other in certain
political climates, and the interviews clarify that this, partly, has to do with the influence the
municipality has on the built environment. However, the influence of external factors is not to
be underestimated. Certain political decisions are made due to the historical development of a
municipality or decisions made in the past. Decisions are also influenced by e.g. the rising
building costs or the general state of the economy at that point in time.
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This thesis has contributed to the academic literature by linking different concepts of justice to
different political parties. First, by using concepts of justice as the standard to analyse the
political influence on the built environment, the methods of this thesis are applicable outside
the Netherlands as well. Second, indicators of political influence on the built environment were
deducted from the planning triangle, giving a clear overview of indicators that can be used to
measure this influence. Third, the scenarios showed how potential neighbourhoods can look
like when a certain political climate is present in a municipality, and that the scenarios can be
used to compare the expected outcomes with real-life neighbourhoods.
Hamnett (1982) claims that advisory planning is predictable due to the political system of
making compromises. This thesis contributes to this claim. The political climates in the four
municipalities hardly shift, which creates a predictable atmosphere for the civil servants. Next,
Ness and Saglie (2000), Spit and Zoete (2005) and Steinø (2000) claim that planning should
always be future-oriented. It is shown that political parties think about the future and want to
plan according to their beliefs of how the future should look like. However, since elections are
held every four years, future planning is mainly short-term.
The link between justice and politics has been made quite often (e.g. Pettit, 2015; Young, 1990).
However, this link is only made between social justice and politics, not with the other concepts
of justice (e.g. Fujita, 2009; Griffin, 2015; Harvey, 1973; Marcuse et al., 2009; Montessori,
2012). This thesis contributes to the literature by showing that the link between other concepts
of justice and politics is also present, as claimed by Sezer and Fernandez Maldonado (2017).
Political parties that are not mainly focused on the social domain are hard to link with social
justice. The VVD, focussed on the market, cannot be linked with social justice, but very well
with libertarian justice. Creating this link gives more insights into why certain decisions are
made by political parties, and why they believe their political ideas are just.
Kuçi, Maliqari and Salluku (2016) claim that the economic performance of cities is influenced
by the way that the cities are planned. In this research, the four case municipalities exist mainly
out of the four eponymous cities. This thesis contributes to the claim that the economic
performance is indeed influenced by the way the cities, or in this case the municipality, is
planned. Lelystad and Almelo are both trying to attract the high-income group to their
municipality, who are now absent due to the lack of expensive housing, resulting from planning
in the past. They are actively creating more expensive houses to attract the high-income group
by only planning neighbourhoods in the higher segment. This is partly done to get financial
healthy again, to get a healthy balance of different income groups and to reduce the pressure on
the healthcare system.
The societal problem regarding the housing shortage in the Netherlands is not solved by this
research, which is an impossible task to begin with. However, it gives both the local political
parties and the citizens an overview of the different tools a municipality has to steer the built
environment into a certain direction. The five indicators are a tool for the municipality to steer
the built environment into the desired direction. The tension between normative and pragmatic
planning will always be present. Chosen aldermen and elected city councillors are trying to
fulfil their promises to the voters, while certain external factors are always present and are
influencing the decisions made by the local politicians. In the end, voting for a specific political
party during municipal elections does matter for the built environment. Neighbourhoods can
look the same within different political climates, but the approach how to plan and construct
the neighbourhood, differs highly per political climate.
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6. Discussion
This thesis starts with the societal problem of the shortage of houses, which is a very interesting
topic on itself. The question that arises is how this shortage originated. There has always been
a small shortage of houses, but in the last decade, this became much worse. Many people try to
blame a certain stakeholder, be it either the housing developers, social housing corporations
and of course the political parties in power. Neglecting the question of whose fault the shortage
is, the interesting question for this thesis is whether the local political parties are responsible
for this shortage, or that policies implemented from the national government caused the
shortage. This thesis has shown that local politics do have an influence on the built environment
via different tools. Furthermore, they are the only ones who are allowed to hand out building
permits. Still, the influence of the national government is not to be underestimated. It can be an
interesting follow-up research to see what, or who, caused the housing shortage present
nowadays.
The results show that voting for municipal elections does have an influence on the built
environment, and that the elected local council members are trying to plan according to their
political beliefs. An interesting topic that arises from planning according to political beliefs is
the topic of coalition forming. Every local council consists of at least three parties, with some
even have six coalition parties. This means that, before the coalition can start governing, a lot
of consensus regarding all topics has to be achieved. It is very common for left and right-wing
parties to work together, and a mix of conservative and progressive parties is also not ruled out.
Weird coalitions are generally not uncommon in the Netherlands, and especially within local
councils this is often the case. Political parties who are outright against each other in the second
chamber, are sometimes forming a coalition together in the local council. This results in
coalitions where consensus is hard to achieve. This consensus also makes it hard to see the
influence of local politics on the built environment. Even when local political parties have won
the municipal elections, it is often seen that the biggest group inside the coalition exist of
political parties that also attend the national elections for the second chamber and are part of
almost every municipal election. This probably has some implications on the built environment,
since national parties can be linked to concepts of justice, while local political parties are often
reasoning from a more practical and local standpoint.
Continuing with the battle between local and national political parties, what was seen during
the selection of the four case municipalities is that many local political parties received the most
votes. From 2010 and onwards, local political parties in the Netherlands received the most votes
in total. However, this does far from mean that the local political parties are governing within
the municipality. Often it is seen that the national political parties are forming the coalition
together with one of the local political parties, or sometimes even completely without. Often,
certain national political parties have been ruling in municipalities for a long time, and want to
remain in power.
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Another interesting topic is the shifting of political climates in municipalities. Not many
municipalities have a perfectly stable political climate. After every election, some parties leave
and some will enter the coalition. There are often one or two parties that are always part of this
coalition. Nevertheless, the new coalition asks for a different approach after every election, and
the economy at that given time also plays a big role in the way the municipality will be
governed. The municipality of Groningen is unique regarding the stability within the local
council and the aldermen regarding spatial planning and housing. Although the last elections
were a win for GroenLinks, showing a small shift of political climate, left-wing politics are still
by far the biggest within the local council.
What would also be possible was to link the different concepts of justice with is the work of
Kevin Lynch (1960). Instead of using the four cities as described by Hartmann and Jehling
(2018), the elements in a city could be used to distinguish the four different concepts of justice
from each other. Kevin Lynch (1960) claims that moving elements in a city, and especially
people and their activities, are as important as the stationary, physical parts. Humans are not
only observers, but are part of these moving elements. The city is not only an object which is
perceived, but it is a product of builders who are constantly changing the structure for their own
reasons. In the end, there is no definite result, only an ongoing succession of phases.
There are five types of elements that can classify the city. These are paths, edges, districts,
nodes and landmarks (Lynch, 1960). They may be defined as follows (Lynch, 1960):
1. Paths: “Paths are the channels along which the observer customarily, occasionally, or
potentially moves”. These paths can be walkways, canals, railroads, highways, etc. On
these paths, people observe the city while they move through it. The other
environmental elements are arranged and related along these paths.
2. Edges: “Edges are the linear elements not used or considered as paths by the observer”.
Edges are linear breaks in continuity – boundaries between two phases. Examples are
railroad cuts, shorelines, walls, etc. Edges may be barriers, closing of one region to
another, or lines along which two regions are connected.
3. Districts: “Districts are the medium-to-large sections of the city, […], and which are
recognizable as having some common, identifying character”. Districts are identifiable
from the inside, but are also used for exterior reference. Most people structure their city
into districts.
4. Nodes: “Nodes are points, strategic spots in a city into which an observer can enter, and
which are the intensive foci to and from which he is travelling”. Nodes can have many
different forms. They can be junctions, a break in transportation, a crossing or
convergence of paths, etc. They can also be of more physical character, such as a streetcorner hangout or an enclosed square. Some nodes are the focus of a district, and may
therefore be called cores.
5. Landmarks: “Landmarks are another type of point-reference, but in this case the
observer does not enter within them, they are external”. They are a physical object, e.g.
a building, a sign, a mountain, etc. Some landmarks are distant and viewed from many
different angles, and symbolise a constant direction, while others are used for radial
references within the city.
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Different circumstances of viewing the physical reality may often shift the type of element. A
highway can be a path for a taxi driver, while it can be an edge for a pedestrian. On a small
scale, a city centre can be a district, while on a larger scale a node. These examples show that
none of the element types as described above exist in isolation in the real world. The elements
regularly overlap and pierce each other. By using Kevin Lycnh (1960) his work, the outcomes
of the scenarios might have changed somewhat. It would be interesting as a follow-up research
to see the differences between using the four types of cities by Hartmann and Jehling (2018)
and the elements of the city by Lynch (1960).
The external factors are throughout the whole thesis an interesting topic. The problem with the
external factors is that it is not clear how much influence a certain external factor has on the
built environment. By researching certain external factors, their influence on the built
environment will become clear. It seems that especially the history and development of a
municipality has a large influence on the way the built environment is created nowadays. The
history also consists of the different political decisions that were made in the past. The decisions
made nowadays are of course also influencing the decisions made in 10 or 20 years. Better
insight into the way a certain political decision will influence the built environment in 20 years
can lead to different decisions being made.
The research done in this thesis has its limitations. First, the generalizability of the results is
limited by the four case municipalities. It was hard to determine which municipalities were
good enough to be used as a case study, since almost none of the municipalities fitted the criteria
perfectly. This was mostly due to the shifting of which political party was allowed to supply
the alderman concerning spatial planning and housing. Furthermore, since all four concepts of
justice had to be represented by one of the municipalities, finding the right municipalities
became only more difficult. Next, the scenarios do also limit the generalizability. The scenarios
are created among a specific analytical framework, however, they remain a personal creation
with personal interpretation. Different persons can create different scenarios, even though both
scenarios might be perfectly in line with the analytical framework. Last, only four
municipalities have been used as a case study to research the political influence on the built
environment. This is mainly due to time constraints and the difficulty in finding the right
municipalities to use for this research. Although the results already show a difference, using
more municipalities will cause higher generalizability.
The reliability of the interview data is impacted by the fact that not every alderman was able to
give an interview. Two of them simply did not have the time to give an interview. It is
unfortunate that from the larger two municipalities, Groningen and Nijmegen, both aldermen
had no time to give an interview. The second-best option has been chosen for both cases. By
having an interview with the first spokesman/woman for spatial planning and housing, which
are a member of the same political party like the alderman, the interviews were still a good
representation of the political ideas of that specific political party.
Due to the lack of available data of similar neighbourhoods, the results are somewhat affected.
Even though in Groningen and Nijmegen some neighbourhoods were quite alike, some
neighbourhoods were completely different from each other. Especially the new neighbourhoods
in Almelo and Lelystad were much larger than the intended size of the neighbourhoods.
However, simply since no other neighbourhoods were built in those municipalities, the larger
neighbourhoods were still included in the research.
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The methodological choices were constrained by the need for new neighbourhoods to be built
by the municipalities. By using the G40 as criteria for the municipalities, the number of possible
municipalities to research was cut tremendously. Although it was necessary for the research, it
made it difficult and it might have affected the outcomes of the results.
In the end, the results indicate that voting for municipal elections does have an influence on the
built environment. The five indicators, which are tools for the municipality to steer the built
environment into a certain direction, are used differently due to the political ideas of those in
power. What seems to be the case is that the approach to building new neighbourhoods is mainly
different between the political climates. The choice to use passive instead of active land
policies, or to use rigid instead of flexible land use plans are based on political beliefs. However,
this does not automatically mean that the built environment has a different outcome. A
neighbourhood can have the same outcome, while all the tools are used differently. Regardless
of every external factor, the built environment is created from political choices. The local
council decides on building permits and has at least five tools to steer the built environment
into a certain direction. These political choices might be (heavily) affected by external factors,
but remain a political choice. Without local politics, the built environment is not created.
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2014
VVD
SP
D66
PvdA

Alderman Spatial Development / Housing
Lelystad
Nijmegen
Almelo
Groningen

2010
PvdA
GL
x
PvdA

2014
VVD / IP / PvdA / SP / CU
SP / GL / PvdA / DNF (local) / VSP (local)
CDA / D66 / PvdA / SP
D66 / PvdA / GL / VVD

2010
VVD / PvdA / IP
GL / PvdA / D66
PvdA / VVD / CDA
PvdA / VVD / GL / D66

Coalition in local council
Lelystad
Nijmegen
Almelo
Groningen

2018
VVD/D66
GL
LAS
PvdA

2018
VVD / IP (local) / PvdA / CU / D66 / SP
GL / D66 / SP
CDA / VVD / LAS (local) / CU
GL / PvdA / D66 / CU

8. Appendix

Appendix 1: Coalition partners and aldermen concerning spatial development and
housing per researched municipality.
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Appendix 2: Analysed neighbourhoods, sorted per municipality.
Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of public green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations /
adaptations
Price range
Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range
Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Oosterparkkwartier
Groningen. 2 km from city centre. Near parks and
water. Lots of facilities.
22.000 m2
119 - 97 owner-occupied, 22 rental
Middle-rent price. Differences in height, 2 layer, 3
layer, terraced houses, corner houses. Rental houses
detached from owner-occupied houses
Low - maximum 70% buildings on plot

Some houses do not have a gas connection.
€ 222.000,- till € 399.000,- / Rental € 900 - € 1750
p/m
De Meeuwen
Groningen. 1.5 km from city centre. Near parks and
water. Lots of facilities.
27,000 m2
85 - 68 owner-occupied, 17 rental
Terraced houses, corner houses, in-between-houses.
3 layer, 4 layer or 5 layer
High - maximum 35% buildings on plot
Nothing special
€ 350.000,- till € 550.000,- / Rental unknown
Engelse kamp
Groningen. 2 km from city centre. Near parks and
water. Lots of facilities.
28.000 m2
95 - all owner-occupied
Villas and 'Garden houses', detached, terraced,
semi-detached house. Maximum of 3 layer houses
Middle - 50 % buildings on plot
Solar panels / air-water heat pump / ventilation with
heat recovery / extra insulated glass HR ++ / gasless
€ 350.000,- till € 650.000,-
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Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range
Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy

Kolenpark
Groningen. 2 km from city centre. Near parks and
water. Lots of facilities.
9,600 m2
139 - all rental
Apartments
Middle - maximum 60% buildings on plot
Gasless, connected to City's Heat Cold Storage
Rental € 800 - € 1000 p/m
De Veste
Lelystad. 1 km from city centre. Near parks and
nature areas. Lots of facilities.
27.000 m2
85 - 55 rental, 30 social housing
Terraced houses, corner houses
Middle – maximum of 50 % buildings on plot

Extra rules and regulations

Gasless, solar water heater, electrical heating, solar
panels on roofs

Price range

Rental below social housing limit, and between €
800 - € 1000 p/m

Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size

Warande Fase 1
Lelystad. 2 km from city centre. Near parks and
nature areas. Lots of facilities.
225,000 m2

Number of houses

550 - 497 owner-occupied, 36 apartments, 17 social
housing

Type of houses

Terraced houses, corner houses, semi-detached
house, villas, detached houses, social housing

Quantity of green

low 75 % / middle 60 % and 45 % / high 30 %
buildings on plot. Differs per place on the plot.

Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Flat is connected to City's Heat Cold Storage
€ 225,000 till 650,000, Rental below social housing
limit, and between € 800 - € 1000 p/m
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Name of neighbourhood

Buitenhof

Location

Lelystad. 4 km from city centre, edge of the city,
next to highway
605,000 m2
550 - all owner occupied
Villas, semi-detached house, detached houses
Medium - 50 % buildings on plot

Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Part of houses is gasless
€ 250,000 till €750,000

Name of neighbourhood

De Stadstuin Nijmegen

Location

Nijmegen-Lent. 3km from city centre of Nijmegen.
Lots of facilities nearby
35,000 m2
115 – 92 owner-occupied, 23 rental

Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green

Terraced houses, corner houses, detached houses,
semi-detached house,
Medium - 50 % buildings on plot, some room for
green

Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Connected to city’s heat and cold storage, Gasless,
€ 215,000 till 755,000

Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses

De Regisseur
Nijmegen. 4.5 km from city centre.
31,500 m2
82 – all owner-occupied

Type of houses

Terraced houses, corner houses, detached houses,
semi-detached house

Quantity of green

Medium - 60 % buildings on plot. Mostly green
outside of the neighbourhood

Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Nothing special
€ 293.000,- till € 542.000,-
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Name of neighbourhood

Nachtegaalplein fase 3

Location

Nijmegen, city centre. 1,2 km from city centre, lots
of facilities nearby.
25,000 m2
95 - 57 social housing, 38 private rental
Terraced houses, corner houses

Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations

Low/medium. Maximum 50 % buildings om plot,
but very dense since located in city centre. Not
much space for green outside gardens
Nothing special

Price range

Rental below social housing limit, and between €
980 - € 1200 p/m

Name of neighbourhood

De Stelt-Zuid

Location

Nijmegen-Lent. 1,5 km from city centre of
Nijmegen. Lots of facilities nearby
40,000 m2
105 – 95 owner-occupied, 20 social housing

Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

Terraced houses, corner houses, semi-detached
house, Apartments
Low/medium. 70 % buildings on plot, but very
green around neighbourhood and in certain areas.
Has an orchard in the neighbourhood
Municipality of Nijmegen is servicing and selling
the land
Nothing special
€ 380.000,- till € 1.500.000,- Rental € 607,- p/m,
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Name of neighbourhood

Indië

Location

Almelo. 1 km from city centre of Almelo. Lots of
facilities nearby
37,000 m2
57 - all owner occupied
Terraced houses 3 layer, apartments, building plots
low maximum of 75 % building on plot

Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations

All buildings are energy neutral, including heat/cold
pump connected to the neighbourhood's heat/cold
storage. Solar panels on roof

Price range

Apartments: €294,000 till €462,000 - terraced
houses: €338,000 till €371,000 - building plots: €
€ 83.500,- till € 209.500,-

Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range
Name of neighbourhood
Location
Total plot size
Number of houses
Type of houses
Quantity of green
Land policy
Extra rules and regulations
Price range

13 Heeren
Almelo, 600m from city centre. Lots of facilities
nearby
1,700 m2
13 - all owner occupied
Terraced houses
Medium - 50% buildings on plot
Gasless, heat/cold pump
€385,000 till €446,000
Almelo Noordoost
Almelo, 3.5 km from city centre.
800,000 m2
All owner occupied
Semi-detached, fully detached, villas
Medium - 50% buildings on plot, but lies in really
green area

Prices start at €200,000 per building plot
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Appendix 3: Overview of land policies used by municipalities.
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Appendix 4: Enlarged image of an utilitarian just neighbourhood.
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Appendix 5: Enlarged drawing of a libertarian just neighbourhood.
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Appendix 6: Enlarged drawing of a socially just neighbourhood
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Appendix 6: Enlarged drawing of an environmental just neighbourhood
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Appendix 7: Email correspondence with municipality of Nijmegen
1/16/2020

RE: Contactformulier website - Hoff, Wouter van den

RE: Contactformulier website
Miranda Janssen (Nijmegen) <m28.janssen@nijmegen.nl>
wo 2020-01-15 16:48
Aan:Hoff, Wouter
CC:André

van den <wouter.vandenhoff@wur.nl>;

Roseboom <a.roseboom@nijmegen.nl>;

Dag Wouter,
Grondprijzen voor de door ons te verkopen grond voor (koop)woningen
worden residueel bepaald. Het is dus niet mogelijk hier m2 prijzen voor af te
geven.
Bij bedrijfskavels ligt dit anders, de m2 prijzen (excl btw) liggen - afhankelijk van de
locatie - tussen de € 145,- en 190,-.
Deze mail stuur ik in cc aan een van onze planeconomen. Wellicht dat
hij nog iets meer kan ingaan op de woningbouwlocaties in de
Waalsprong.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Miranda Janssen
-----Oorspronkelijk bericht----Van: Hoff, Wouter van den <wouter.vandenhoff@wur.nl>
Verzonden: woensdag 15 januari 2020 16:25
Aan: Miranda Janssen (Nijmegen) <m28.janssen@nijmegen.nl>
Onderwerp: Re: Contactformulier website
Beste Miranda,
Bedankt voor je antwoord. De nota grondbeleid had ik inderdaad al gevonden.
Echter blijft mijn vraag nog wel staan. Ik neem aan dat, gezien de andere gemeentes
die ik onderzoek, er afspraken zijn binnen de gemeente over de prijs per vierkante
meter grond op het moment dat de grond wordt verkocht door de gemeente, en over
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de prijs van grond voor nieuwe sociale huur/koopwoningen. Als die er zijn, zou ik die
graag ontvangen als dat mogelijk is.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Wouter van den Hoff
________________________________
Van: Miranda Janssen (Nijmegen) <m28.janssen@nijmegen.nl>
Verzonden: woensdag 15 januari 2020 15:37
Aan: Hoff, Wouter van den
Onderwerp: FW: Contactformulier website
Beste Wouter,
De gemeente Nijmegen heeft geen nota grondprijzen, wel een nota grondbeleid. Deze
heb ik bijgevoegd.
Succes met je master thesis.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Miranda Janssen
adviseur grondzaken
Gemeente Nijmegen Ontwikkelingsbedrijf
024-3292556/06-46919693
m28.janssen@nijmegen.nl
Korte Nieuwstraat 6, 6511 PP Nijmegen
Postbus 9105, 6500 HG Nijmegen
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Van: formdesk response
Verzonden: maandag 6 januari 2020 09:31
Aan: DocInfo <Gemeente@nijmegen.nl<mailto:Gemeente@nijmegen.nl>>
Onderwerp: Contactformulier website
1/16/2020

RE: Contactformulier website - Hoff, Wouter van den

Naam: Wouter van den Hoff
E-mailadres: wouter.vandenhoff@wur.nl
Uw vraag
Beste,
Voor mijn master thesis aan de Wageningen Universiteit onderzoek ik de invloed van
de gemeente op de gebouwde omgeving. Uw gemeente maakt deel uit van mijn
onderzoek. Ik onderzoek deze invloed onder andere door middel van te kijken naar
de grondprijzen die worden gehanteerd door de verschillende gemeentes. Echter heb
ik van uw gemeente niet het juiste document kunnen vinden. Bij veel andere
gemeentes is dit de Nota Grondprijzen. Zou het mogelijk zijn dat u dit document naar
mij kan opsturen?
Alvast bedankt!
Met vriendelijke groet,
Wouter van den Hoff
Master student Wageningen Universiteit

Mijn e-mailadres mag gebruikt worden voor het versturen van vragenlijsten.
[Nee]
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Appendix 8: Interview questions (in Dutch)

Interview vragen
Achtergrond geïnterviewde
•
•
•

Kunt u in uw eigen woorden vertellen wat uw functie als wethouder/raadslid bij de
gemeente X inhoudt?
Wat is de reden dat u bij de gemeente X in de politiek/gemeenteraad bent gegaan?
Wat is de reden dat u lid bent van de politieke partij X?

Woningbouw
•
•
•

•
•

Hoe is het gesteld met de nieuwe woningbouw in de gemeente X?
Wat is de reden dat deze specifieke wijken worden gebouwd?
Wat zijn volgens u de instrumenten die de gemeente gebruikt om de gebouwde
omgeving te sturen? En wordt hier ook gebruik van gemaakt? – locatie, grondprijzen,
bestemmingsplannen, duurzaamheid, grondbeleid.
Welke invloed heeft u/de wethouder specifiek op de woningbouw volgens u?
Hoe worden de bestemmingsplannen gecreëerd? Voorbeeld Oosterparkkwartier
Groningen

Scenario’s
•
•

Als u/wethouder X alleenrecht had op het creëren van nieuwe woonwijken/woningen,
wat voor wijken zou hij dan creëren en op welke locatie?
Waarom zou hij/zij waarschijnlijk kiezen voor dit soort wijken/dit soort huizen?
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